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THE NEURONES AND THE NEURONE CONCEPT CONSIDERED

FROM THE ANATOMICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, PATQ-
LOGIQAL AID PSYCIOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW.

.BY

WESLEY MILLS, M.A.. M.D.,
Professor of Physiology, McGilI University.

In all advances in science both men and methods must be considered.
In some instances tue man is of more importance; in others, the method,
In that evolution vhich has been wrought in neurology within the,
memory of the present generation, the methods sem to have been morer
important than the men. It is about twenty years since Golgi published
his paper on his new method of nerve staining, which attracted but little
attention till he again appeared on the - scone about twelve years later.
That method has probably been most successfully applied by Ramôn y
Cajal, of Madrid, who bas made greater conquests through it than any
one elsc, not excepting Golgi himself., It may be termed appropriately
a Chrome-Osmie-Silver method, as Bichromate of Potash, Osmie Acid and
Nitrate of Silver are the reagents used, the result being that-the nerve
elenents are stained a dense black. This method brings out the processes
of the cell more elfectually than perhaps atny other.

In the case of the intra vitan Methylene Blue method of Ehrlich,
a strong solution of 1ethylene Blue is injected beneath the skin,
into the cavities of the body, or into the blood vessels at short-intervals
tili the animal succumbs. Then by the use of bubsequent processes, too
dotailed to be mentioned on this occasion, a blue. staining of the nerve
cell results, in consequence of which the axis cylinder and its branches,
the ends of the axone, or end-organ, and the nuclei of the cells come out
in a beautiful blue colour in the most successful preparations.

One of the most important ineans for tracing out nerve tracts is known
as the Weigert-Pal method. After fixation of the nervous tissues in
bichromate of potash and sectioning, there follows staining with hoema.
toxylin with differentiation in a special manner, which may be com-
pared to a sort of b.lenching process. This is especially adapted for staining

.'Froni i, Leetùre dèliverec before the Montreal Medico-Chirurgical Society, illus-
rated by lantern slides Nov.' 19th, 1903.
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852 MILLS-THE NEURONES AND THE NEURONE QONCEPT.

the medullary sheath of nerve fibres; and by virtue of this Flechsig was
able to trace the varions nerve tracts in the brain and spinal cord of the
incompletely developed young animal. . Of course in nerve degeneration
when the myelin of the nerve fibres bas disappeared, the degenerated
region is marked out sim ply by absence of staining.

In like manner by the Marchi method the medullary sheath of de-
generated nerve fibres is demarcated by a black staining, by the use of
osnic acid, after the tissue has been first fixed in bichromate of potash.
Of course such a method is inapplicable after degeneration is 80 complete
that the myelin has been wholly absorbed. The Marchi method bas
proved of great value in marking out nerve tracts as in the nature of
things dégeneration must follow the lines of physiologically' related
neurones.

All the methods thus far· referred to possess the'great advantage over
staining with ordinary dyes, that the processes of the nerve cells are to
an infinitely greater extent brought into view. Nevertheless in ail cases
the minute structure of the body of the cell is more perfectly delineated
by staining with anilin and other dyes.

One methòd which has proved of great practical importance is' that of
Nissl, which is a form of methylene blue staining, and a modification of
which, useful for certain purposes, bas been devised by Held. By
the 1issl method certain constituents of the cell body are precipitated or
fixed in more or less definite forms known as Nissl's bodies, or tigroid
masses.

It will be seen from the above brief account that eacb method bas its
own special excellencies aud limitations, and it is only by tha use of all
these and other .methods of less importance, that justice, can be done by
means of the technique of :the présent day. It will. be my object this
evening to show, in necessarily a very imperfect manner considering the
brief time at my disposal, some of the fruits of these most modern
methods. In other, words, I propose to outline the meaning of the
expression " Neurone Concept," and to indicate its significance 'for
Anatoiny, Physiology, Pathology and Psychology, by a few illustrations;
an attempt which, at the best, must be a mere sketch, but sufficient, I
hope, to warrant the belief that the neurone concept had done for
neurology what the doctrine of evolution bas accomplished for biology.

it is now twelve years since Waldeyer, the great Berlin anatomist,
presented a clear statement of what was implied by this doctrine. Ic
held that the latest researches justified the opinion that the nerve units
throughout the nerve centres were anatomically independent though
physiologically related. It vas believed that one nerve unit, nerve cell,
or neurone, 'came in côntact with another through its processes, but'that
these did not actually u'nite anatomically.' In, 6ther words he s et forth
the doctrine of contact as opposed to the doctrine of concrescence.
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I shall now proceed to show what is the real significance of this concept
by a series of illustrations, without which it would be practically hopéless,
for any one to attempt to follow .what I have to say. -The illustrations
which I am about to use are derived from' a great»many original sources,
but the large proportion of.them are to.be found in.Barker's magnificent
book on the nervous system, and it is with no little pride and pleasure
that I refer to the fact that this work has made a profonnd impression
on the leading neurologists of Europe as wel 'asxAmerica.

Frn. L Diagrammatic
representation of a motor
neurone of the lower level.
The cell-body together
with the protoplasmie pro-
cesses, its axis cylinder-
process or axone, side
branches or collaterals,
and end ramifications, all
belong to a single celi or
neurone; a.h., axone hil-
lock devoid of NissI bodies
and showing fibrilla3; ax,
axis cylinder or axone; at
m it becomes surrounded
with myelin and the outer-
most sheath or the neuri-
lemma, which is probably
formed from the mesoblas-
tic layer of the embryo ; c,
cytoplasmshowing tigroid
bodies in the ground sub-
stance ; d, protoplasmie
processes or dendrites con-
taining Nissl bodies; n,
nucleus; n', nueleolus;
n.R, node of Ranvier; s.f,
aide fibril ; n of n, nucleus
of the neurilemma; 'tel,
the motor end plate or
telodendrion ; m, striped
muscle fibre; s.L, segmen-
tation of Lautermann.

Figure l is diagrammatioand is meant to show
practically every part of a neurone. One'recog-
nizes a cell-body with, a' nucleus and nucleolus,
both of which- are very distinct, and a large
number of branching processes known by variôus
names. The Germans with much appropriate-
ness term them, protoplasmic processes, as they
are evidently -mere extensions of the material of
the cell body; by English writers they are more
frequently terined dendrons· or dendrites. Pass-
ing off either from the cell body, which has been
termed a perikaryon, or from the base of one of
the dendrites one sees a single long arm of the
cell termed its axone and- ending in, this instance'
in a very complicated modification of its 'axis
cylinder known as muscle plate when it termi-'
nates as here in a muscle ; but when the axone
ends in a multitude of'branches which may
come in contact with similar branching endis in
another neurone, such an anatomical complex is
spoken of as an arborization, 'telodendrion or.
synapse. At the beginning the axis cylinder
of the axone may be absolutely naked, but
further from the cell body it is usually 'covered

with a coat of myelin, -known as the medul-
lary sheath. In the nerve: centres these two
alone and their branches: constitute the axone,
but outside the nerve centres, that is to say, con-
stituting the 'nerve fibre, the axone may be
provided with a third covering known as the
neurilemma. Both when naked and after it is
covered with this myelin sheath the axone'
may give off side branches termed collaterals
and which are of great physiological import-.
ance.. Such a result as that represented in
Figure 1 cannot be achieved by any one techni-
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cal method, but it may be said to represent the generalised outcome of
all of them.

Figure 2. Represents what
is known as-a Type I. Golgi
cell or neurone, in which the
dendrites are much more
prominent than the axone.

F1GThe reverse of this is seen
in the Type IL cl of Golgi,
represented in Figure 3, in
which it .may be observed
that the axone is very much
branched. The little projec-
tions on the dendrites known
as gemmules or thorns are

FG. 2. Golgi Cl f ype I. Neurone fron thevery well seen-in cells of theoptic tract of the cat (atter Kë1liker>. The dend- ver w
rites are vcry nuiierous with broad spreading cerebral cortex and eau be
brai ches ; the axis cylinder in this case branches
but xnoderately; c, iidicates where the col- hetter explained later.
laterals coiflC off. Figure 4. Shows how

amnazingly complex a arborization of the single axone may be as in this
case of a Purkinje cell of the cerebellum.

These three illustrations represent admirably the great advances made
througi the use of the Golgi nethod in displaying the complexity of the

· processes of the neurone.
Figure 5 will serve to illus.

trate the real nature of the
FIGnerve tract on the one hand

and còllaterais and arboriza-
tions on the other. The fibres
proceeding upwards repre-
sent flie'axones of neurones
of the spinal ganglia, whieh
axones form the posterior
columns of the 'spinal cord ;
while given off from either
the upper or the .lower
branch into which the axone
divides after it enters the
cord, are the collaterals, i.e.,
side branches, which ini jurn

FIG. 3. Golgi ce-11 of t.ylie II. Frorn the ere- iebacswilinur
rui of a cInf i t. lis case the may aborize around the den-

axis cylinder a-!,, v-»ry gr«i~tly .!raiieed wbile drites of axones whose cl
the detndrites are rcpresîente-d 1;y lie <cars,-,e.pro-
cesses whielh are covered wiL11 "ilhorii" or bodies are -in' the grey mat-

"eDeîumluleS." ter of the cord. Thus it wil'
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be seen that a single neurone may make connection with a large
number of other neurones, a fact which it is obvious must be of great

physiological and possibly also psychological im-
portance.

Figure 6 shows how abundant the branches of.
axones may be which surround a single cell body,
making in this case what is termed. a basket.

In figure 7, the neurones are represented 'in
different stages of development. In the portion

on the left hand which depicts the spinal cord in
a chick on the third day of incubation, we may
notice cells in process of great activity (mitosis)
and others (neuroblasts) that are in a somewhat
later stage of development which is' carried
still further in what is shown on the right repre-
senting a chick embryo two' days older.

unusually happy transverse section of the spinal
FIG. 4. An axone with cord in an early chick embryo. Outside the cord

agreatly branch.-d axis
clinder pr. cyl. (after one sees the spinal ganglia on each side; one set

Van Gehuchten).. of axones proceeding towarýd- the ¡cord as 'the
posterior root, the other' outwards and
joining with the anterior root to-form thé.
mixed nerve. Within the cord terminal
arborizations are abundantly present.
The motor neurones of the anteriorhorns
are sending out their axones to form the

'A anterior root !which being continued,
constitutes the motor nerve, or the motor

J Di portion of the mixed nerve. All the
facts go to show that the cell body is
the trophic or nutritive centre of -the
whole neurone; hence it follows that if
an anterior root be divided, degeneration
is towards the periphery and constitutes
secondary. or, Wallerian . degeneration.
If the section be made in an afferent or

FIG. 5. A longitudinal sagittal sensory neurone on either aide of the
section of the posterior column of
the spinal cord of cat 15 days old cell-body, degeneration follows beyond
(after Ramôn y Cajal) by the Golgi
method. A, nerve fibres or axones the point o n ia
of posterior column; B, collaterals; not be adequately explained at ail a cm-
C, groups of, collaterals runuing
towards the grey matter; D, end paratively few years ago Je now so simple
arborizations of collaterals in the that no Cort ii required to remember
dorsal horn; E, axis cylinder of a
*ieurone. te ordinary laws of dtheneration.

855ý
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From the same illustration the anatomical basis of reflex action can
be readily understood.

FIG. 6. Arborizations for
a basket or basket-work
two Furkinje cells of the
bellar cortex. (From Sc
after Ramôn y Cajal). a, a
b. basket-work.

left we have represen
which the medullary s
together in masses; a

It is only necessary to have one sensory neurone
arborising, as represented in this figure,
around a single motor neurone to complete
the circuit, for the sensory axone begins
in the periphery, as for example, the skin,
while the motor ends in a muscle. Nothing
can be simpler. and if, as some believe, a
third subordinate neurone, is interposed
between the arborisation of the afferent
axone and the dendrites of the motor
neurone, there is still no great complexity
in the concept.

Figure 9 is a very old one, because what

mn is there i'epresented can be seen by simply
mi ng wt
about teasing up needies smal piece
cere- o

fe egenerated nerve. It does, however,
çone; represent very well two stages.in the pro-

cess of Wallerian degeneration. On the
Led a normal nerve fibre ; in the middle, one in
ieath has been converted into fat which bas rjn
nd in the third a portion of this fat bas been

absorbed. At a later stage, though not represented here, the axis cylinder
and even the oatermost sheath would also disappear.

-.- .-.- Substanta
-- __ __gris~ea.

Substantia
~ \ -alba.

Spougioblast -- -

Germaaul cell - - Axones of (m o.

- -r tor :ventral
root.

Medullary tube - ----

Neuroblast.

FIG. 7. A transverse section of the spinal cord of the chick. Right side,
from a five day chick; left side from a two day chick (after J. Kollmann).

In figure 10 we get an illustration of the results of the use of the Mar
chi method a series of transverse sections from successive segments of
the spinal cord, from the 'th thoracie to the 5th sacral, being represent-
ed. It will be noticed that certain regions of the sections are marked off
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by black dots owing to staining of the medullary sheaths by osmic acid,
as formerly described. In consequence of a transverse lesion, degenera-
tion is shown to have taken place in the direct and crossed pyramidal
tracts, more especially, on each side, so -that it must be apparent that the
Marchi method is one of the best known for determining the extent: of
degeneration of nerve tracts in consequence of a lesion above or below' a
certain point. Of course when degeneration is complete and the myelin
bas been absorbed, it is impossible to apply such a method.- In such
cases, however, the Weigert-Pal technique would reveal the presence of
old degenerated areas by the absence of staining. There is, besides Wal-
lerian degeneration another which was not known to us till a few years
ago.

It bas been shown by numerous observers that after section of the nerve
there is not only peripheral degeneration, but important changes in the
body of the neurone itself. This form of alteration has been termed,

primary degeneration, a
good example of which is
represented by Figure 11.
On the. right is seen a
fairly normal multipolar
neurone of the nucleus of
the oculomotorius nerve;
on the left another from
the same nucleus, showing

FIG. 8. Transverse section of the cord of a chick th e
embryo (after Van Gehuchten). c, rad. ant., cells after the operatio 1
giving rise to axones of ventral roots ; c, rad. post., section of the oculomo-
cells whose-azones give rise to dorsal roots ; col.,
collateral passing froim azone of ceil of the ventral tonus nerve on one Bide.
horn back into the grey matter; gg, the cels of
spinal ganglia ; rac. post., dorsal root fibrs ; rac.
ant., ventral root fibres. that the orderly arrange-
ment of the Nissi bodies bas been greatly disturbed; that many of them
have entirely disappeared, and that the nucleus is eccentrie in position.

There has been a good deal of discussion as to the nature of these
NissI bodies. There seems to be little doubt that in the fresh utiinjured
cell or neurone they are not tc be seon, but that they arise as a result of
treatment with reagents. They, however, represent material that in the
fresh cell is in solution and which is probably of the nature of a nucleo-
proteid. It has been suggestod by Held that they represent;reserve
material on which the cell can draw during activity. At all events, their
study is of practical importance, for they are destroyed by numerous
body poisons, elevation of temperature and during prolonged annethesia,
it is said., Very interesting to the physiologist is the fact that section of
the posterior roots leads to degeneration of this character in the neu-
rones of the anterior horn of the. spinal cord. It. would seem that the

857
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life of the ganglion cells of the anterior born is in a certain degree de-
pendent on the integrity of the corresponding afferent neurones, which
influence them in some way.

So long as the nucleus has not escaped from the cell-body there is
some hope for the neurone, so that in this case the cell is not necessarilv
doomed as is the nerve fibre beyond the point of section. Of course de-
generation may sometimes go on to the actual death of a large propor-
tion of the cells in any nucleus.

Figure 12 illustrates this. On the left one may sec a representation
of a normal lateral geniculate body; on the right the cell bodies are atro-

à

>1

FiG. 9. Wallerian or se-
condary degeneration o f
nerv'e .tbres afterý section. i,
normal nerve fibre ,ii land ill,
fibres showing different de-
grees of degeneration; S,
neurilemma; n, nedullary
sheath; A, axoie; k, nucleus
of neurilemma cell; L, mark-
ing of Lauternann; R. node
of Ranvier; mt. drops of
myelin : a, remains of axone;
w, proliferating cells of nen-
rilknia. Somewhat schema-
tic (after Thoma).

phie, or have entirely disappeared in conse-
quence of an extensive lesion in the temporal
and occipital lobes of the corresponding side.

Turning again to normal anatomy and
physiology it is clear that by means of these
recent investigations on the neurones, we
have been able to get a truer classification
of nerves and a juster conception of brain
nuclei.

An examination of Figure 13, which is a
schematic representation of the trigeminus
nerve, shows that it is not essentially different
in its sensory part fiwm an ordinary spinal
afferent nerve. The Casserion ganglion
corresponds to the spinal ganglion, but of
conrse here represents really an aggregation
of three ganglia. Its afferent axones pass
inwards as do the posterior roots of the spinal
nerve and, as in the last case, divide each
into two branches which arborise around a
new set of neurone bodies, constituting a form
of grey matter known as substantia gelatinosa.
Such a centre is plainly very different from
an ordinary motor nucleus. The former may
be designated a nucleus. of termination, the
latter a nucleus of beginning. The motor

portion of the 5th nerve represented in this figura springs from an ordi-
nary collection of motor ganglion cells such as one finds in the anterior
horns of the spinal cord, while its axones form an ordinary motor nerve
answering exactly to a mot or nerve of the spinal region. Sometimes, as in
the case of the vagus nerve, the ganglion may be some, litle distance down
on the trunk and the cell bodies therein.of a'form èorresponding to that
in the spinal ganglia of the ixiimature animal; that is to say, bipolar.

In Figure 14, a number of interésting relations 'are diagrammratically
represented in a form necessary to the neurone concept. On the right
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an afferent or sensory neurone is seen terminating. in the skin ; its cell
body is in a spinal ganglion ; the other axone passes into th white
matter of the po8ierior columns and divides into two branches, each of
which sends off collaterals. Then one man branch passes downwards,
and the other and much longer one, upwards-in fact the latter may

T.ri

T. id

"nir

.ÈiPXyy

;k,

FIG. 10. Represents a series of transverse sections of the spinal cord
at difrent levels and showing by the black dots the site of degeniera-
tion as narked out by the nethod of Marchi (after A. Hoche).

reach to the very top of the cord where the second neurone begins in
the nuclei of Goll.and Bùrdach. A series of such axones have mani-
festly. the sane physiôlogical function and running togetherconstitute
a spinal tract, the posterior 'branches of the neurónes constituting the'
comma tract of Schultze and the upper ones the columns of 'Goll and

859
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Burdach. Hence after section
of the posterior roots or patho-
logical changes in the cell-bodies
of the spinal ganglia, one would
expest ascending degeneration

in the posterior spinal tracts af
Gofland Burdach and descending
degeneration in the comnoa"

rangement oftract. The afferent impulses
' after reaching the upper dorsal

nuncei pass on to the neurones
which begin in these nucle

pathrough arborisations of the
firept neurone aronnd the den-

Fia. Il. Oeils from the nuplei of the oulo-f
motorins nerves of the cat thirteen. days afterdrtsotenuoes fth
section oG the root fibres of the nerve on one nuclei -if Goli and Burdach and
side <after E. Flatan). a, oeil from the nucleus
of side notd operated on showing normal ar- e proceed to the optic thalamus,
rangement of Nisst bodies; b, ceal from the
nucleus of the aide »operated on. The eccey- and by a third neurone to the
trio position of the nucleus and tge disap- cerebral corex; or possibly, as

tehrance and drst-like destruction of Nissh
bodies are evident, illustrating "primary repre.seiited'in the figure, by a

second neurone only, an thus

resch the cortex of the
cerebrum. i oust fol-
Iow that sensory im-

crb pulses reac:; the cortex
of the cerebru, by a4B .

series of relays of neu-
rones and i al likeli-
iaood nt least ttre arr

bie. in most cases requird.

to On the other hand, asrac e cortea ootor

1 imlo that enory im-

s the cortex is carried
~ ~ o o'.".. ' down and out to the

f tt muscle by two n
Af. pPd tmrtDaI, I rones; and the firit,

hdca beaisi threr

FI. 12. Corpus geniculatuni laterale; normal on thei e

left, degenerated on the riglt after an extensive lesion grey matter of the cor-
in the temporal and occipital lobe o the corresponding in
ide. a, nass o small ganglion cels arranged in e oris ar d

layera, shown atrophie in B; m, Medullated layera. the dendrites of the
atrophie in B; b, nasses of large oeils; to., optie tract; o
mw. dorsal white capsule; at a d, inb Fig.in, as ' secotheeu
ganglion ceils is- represented; at b d, total deencra- .ig loéatedr of the ca-
tion of the large cels. The optic tract is atrophie in B. a r oi te sa
(after C. von Monakow). teriorhornofthespinal
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cord. Thus for a motor impulse only two principal neurones are required
from its beginning till it reaches the muscle concerned.

Neurologists frequently speak of neurones of the upper level and neu-
rones of the lower level, which can be understood from Figurs 14. It is
also easy to see from the same illustration why lesion of upper neu-
roues does not give rise to degenerative paralysis, for, according to the
neurone doctrine, the two essential neurones of a motor tract are inde-
pendent of each other. It can also be understood from this figure how
sensory and notor neurones may come into close relationship in the
cortex cerebri, so that on purely anatomical grounds a sensori-motor corti-
e:d region is comprehensible.

By the help of this
mmdat modem tech-

nique we have been
F.d dese mDar shwn the bmtter enabled te

realize what a won-
- i ~derf ul sensory ergon

rn, theaxonesof whc entr intoor ctmbinatin cf
g... . organs is the km.

Fig. 15, fer example,
orspicsnillustres imn appli-

Bcaion of the Golgi
method te sections
ofskinfrem whbhit
can be leabned how

extremely numer-

Fin. 13. Liagran sliowliig the ndotor and sensory neu- eus are the nerve
ronez, the axones of whicî enter intr the formation of the branches distributed
trigemiinal nerve cafter Van Gehiuchten). g. s. g., senîilunar,
gangJiQ)n of Gasserius; Nu. in. ni. n. V., Nucici niotoril te, even a small area
minores nervi trigeinini; N~u. ni. Pr. n. V., nucleus f10- of the cutaneoue sur-
torius princeps nervi trigeisini; Rad. deic. mes. n. V.,
raîix descendens nervi trigeniini; Tr. sp. n. V., tractus face. Furher itwil
spinalis nervi trigemni. be observed that
neves are abundantly supplied te the hair bulbs, enablint us te under-

stand why touching hairs gives risc se readily toeutanous sensations,
and why the 1wh iikers " of the carnivora ean serve su a goo purpose,
especially in the dark. In revealing the extent of the exact structLure of the
various niedifications of the axone known as sensory end-organs. the mc.thy-
iene blue method hua prebably served a better purpose thn any other.

In figure 16 we have a representation cf the nerves ending in hert
muscle. It was fermerly considered probable that everys ekeletal muscle
ibre was supplied wi-n a smail branch ef nerve, and actual servation by
the methyléne blue method and aise with the Golgi method taould sem
tev' end the suppaortl cfsupli, observation t u a old suggestion; tndfrM
veryprlonged observations on the nerve supply te ther eartsof Vartous

861
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cold-blooded animals I should be disposed myself to believe that we would
be justified in holding a similar view for the heart muscle. The so-called
ganglia of the heart are, of course, as in the case of the intestine, really
neurones.

In Figure 17 we have an illustration of a

Fin. 14. Diagrammatie representation' of the
relations of certain neurones illustrating nervous
conduction within the brain and spinal cord.
Sensorv neurone whose body is found in the
spinal gan:lion, G, extends by its axones on the
one hand into the skin, D, on the other into the
spinal cord, B ; d, indieating the peripheral
axone, c, the central, which at e divides mto an
ascending and descending branch, the former of
which arborises at f around the dendrites of the
seconlary neurone. These together, according
to this diagrai, give the entire path of sensory
impulses frorm the surface to the termination in
the cortex. On the left hand side we have the
first or upper level neurone, represented at A, in
the cerebral cortex, its axone a, extending down-
ward and crossing the middle line (pyramidal
docussation) giving off collaterals by the way
and finally arborizing at b around the dendrites
of the lower level neurone in the anterior horn
of the cord, the axone of which is distributed to
muscle fibres C. Throughout the figure the
arrows indicate the paths of the inpulses (after
Ramón y Cajal). .

form of end-organ known as
a muscle spindle and which is
seen to be highly complicat-
cd, the modifications of the
axis cylinder of the nerve
fibres passing lu and out
around the muscle fibres.
Owing to recent researches
on the physiology of

movement, especially those
of Sherrington, it has been
shown that the contraction
of, one muscle is associated
with the relaxation of its an-
tagonist. This can only be
understood as a result of re-
flex action, so that a move-
ment is in a sense self-regu-
lative; that is to say, owing
to afferent nervous impulses
started in all probability in
these muscle spindles or
other similar end-organs, iii-
hibitory influences are origi-
nated in the centres wI.icl
causes a relaxation af the
antagonist muscles. It has
further been demonstrated
that several forms of end-
organ are to be found in ten-
dons, and there can be no
question that the sensory lm-
pressions arising in joints
have a very important in-
fluence in determining the
character· of any move'mefnt,

so that in these considerations we sec how anatomy and physiology unite
to help us to a better comprehension of the phenomena.

To illustrate further ho%ý the revelations of this technique have brought
anatomy and physiology'into closer and more useful relationship, I pro-
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ceed to give additional examples. Turning to the senses, in Figure 18 we
mav see how the first neurones, which begin in the mucous membrane of

the nose, meet by arbori-
zations of their axones
thebranching dendrites

of the mitral cells form-
ing the so-called glome-
ruli of the olfactory
lobe,while the axones of
these second neurones
that is the mitral cells,
passing inwards consti-
tute the olfactory tract.

Turning now to Fig-
lire 19 one notes the re-
lationship of the retina
to the visual centres.
All representations of
the retina as depicted
by the old methods fail-
cd to enable us to

Fie. 15. XLerves and nerve endings in the skrin and liair
follicles (after G. Retzins>. hst., stratum corneuin; rn., uride-stand how the
strattrin Nalpigiuii; c, most superflcid plexus of nerve impulses passed from
fibres !n, tire cutis ; ri, cutaneous nerve; i q, inner root
sheath of hair; a s, outer root sheath ; h,'iair itself ; the rods and cones to
d r, sebaceouàglands. the optic nerve. It will
be seen from Figure 20 that the rods and cones are simply specialized
nueleated cells and constitute in the most limited sense the end-organ of

vision. The impulses beginning in them
were carried by their arborizations into
others of tho intermediate cells and
thence to the neurones of the ganglionic
layer whose axones constitute the optic
nerve which terminates in the primary
centres of vision, that is to say, in the ex-
ternal geniculate body, the corpora quadri-
geminla, etc., whence by another neurone
the cerebral cortex of the occipital lobe is
reached. An inspection of this illustration
will show that there is no longer any diffi-
calty in understanding the significance of

FIG. 16. VieW or cardiae nus- the molecular and nucleßr layers. In the
cle cells with their nerve endings
bir the methelene blue muethod former case we had simply thec-ut ends ofthe

ite . . Huber. and Lydia arborizations represented, and1 in the latter
the nuclei of the intermediate cells.

863
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Prior to the investigation of the path of hearing by the 'newer methods,
especially the Golgi method, we had no really clear notion of the nature
of the auditory centres, but from Figures 22 and 23 it can' be seen that
these are really centres corresponding to the primary centres of vision ;

in fact that, just as the
neurones terminate in the

Aé case ofvision chiefly in the
anterior quadrigeminum,
so in the case of hearing
do they terminate in the
posterior corpus quadri-

FIG 17. Muscle spindle in instrinsic plantar mus- geminum. And the fact
cles of a dog showing how the axis cylinder spreads
among the muscle fibres forming by its modifications that these two sensory
the essential part of a muscle spindie; sy. n., sym- processes are brought into
pathetic vaso motor nerve.. . ..

anatomical relationship in
neighbouring nuclei, and indeed the same nucleus -enables us to understand
how an auditory impulse may give rise to a visual phenomenon, as a move-
ment of the eyes, often to be noticed when vie unexpectedly hear a loud
sound. In the case of hearing the body of the first neurone is really in

k ithe couhlear nucleus of
FIG.18the ear and its axones con-

t n s m s o- stitute the auditory nerve
.- * ..- ~:which is now kcnowu to

Ar ..f be in reality anatomically
-e and physiologically' dis-

o , of--d tinet from the vestibular
c B, pe.-c nerve. Ail the essetial

facts of the paysiology of

h "the senses a uu ;t the
, a i of a s opresent time be given an

~ç' ~ \~#~'anatouiical basis which
makes the whole ut ofne
broader, truer and on

FiG. 18. Diagramatis representation of the olfac- every way more satisfc-
tory nervous wnechanism of the mammal. A, olfac- tory.
tory lobe; Bi olfactory bulb; C, cartilage of the
cribriform plate; D, nasal mucosa: a, supporting To aply the technique
cel; b, peripheral olfactory neurone; c, arborization of t i method
of the olfactory neurone it the glomerulus of theth
olfactory bulb ; d, small nerve ccli; e, mitral cel; one finds that such a resuit
h, "granule"; g, large stellate clm with short axone; n
j, arborization of axoneb of central origin (after as that soue an ing
Ramni y Cajal). 21 makes a subject clear

which bas been a great bug-bear te medical students wvho 'endeavour to
understand the filet. Iu this illustration of a cross section of the first
part of the posterior region of the bulb, one sees, not the motor decus-
sation which is much better understood, but the sensory decussation or
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decussation -of the fillet, which is somewhat superior and anterior to the
other. It may be noted that fibres are proceeding from the nuclei of Goll
and Burdach and crossing to pass forward to constitute the fillet; in
other words, we have here represented the secondary neurones of the
sensory tract which began in the nuclei above mentioned and around thé

Sirofuss t uce a p menti retour

.. Ros anmi runes
Nemibre na linitians exteria.

O S lrereul nutclrner layer.o o

Erternal nulcular layer
.l 'jibres. 00

y. 0

Interunal uieeum r layer.

00

l' ui n o l mte r liyer.

Ce'yer ofiynnylionie its

Loyer of ort rejihres.

mnbrunt rimtus c tert

dak hne h dcsstoni\ wl br uh out ioh lùtain:ne

to

-Il gR ujoite go.i .h la m c

ptl.ic nurate

liefraron. è Third ort i t loyer tyiani

i G. 19. Scherna of the visual conducting paths (after C. von
Monal:ow%). The arrows in the figure indicate the direction of the
nervous impulsez.

cell-bodies' of which the axones of the posterior column of the cordý
arborise. By the Wýfeigert-PalI method all me:dullated.axones.-are -stained
dark, hence the decussation is' well brought out; in the illustratiion;Umder
consideration. It must follow then that the fillet carries on the sensory
impulses which reach it by the first afferent neurone.
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FIG. 20. Schematic representati
the structure of the retina
Ramôn y Cajal). A, layer of rod
cones; B, bodies of visual cells
ternal nuclear layer); C, external
form layer; E, layer of bipolar
(internai nuclear layer); F, int
plexiform layer; G, layer of gan
cells; H, layer of nerve fibres. a,
b, cones; e and f, bipolar cel
lower branches of bipolar cells; g
k., ganglion cells branching in diff
layers of the internal plexiform
x, contact between rods of the bi
celis; z, contact betweencones c
bipolar cells; t, Müller's cells; s,
trifugal nerve fibre.

F.c.topr.

FIG. 21. Transverse section th
(medulla oblongata) of new bora c
of decussation of fillet (leniniscus)
tral canal ; dec. l., decussation of
F. a. i., internal arcuate fibres ;
ternal arcuate fibres; F. c.. cunla
of Burdach ; F. c. t. F. r., fibres fr
fasciculus to ieticulate formatio
direct cerebellar tract ; F. g., fa
cilis of Goll; F. v. p., ventralis pr
con., coninissural nucleus; Nu. f
and gracile bundles; Nu. f. g., nu
gracile funiculus ; Py., pyramid;
the spinal tract of the trigeminal
substantia gelatinosa (Barker and
the Weigert-Pa! niethod).

We ooay learf from a conparison
Sof Figures 24 and n5 hdW great an

advance is the Golgi inethod upon
that of staining with or-diniry dyes.
Figure 24 represents wcll enoueh

d the bodies of the neurones of the

erent o-exadthi rrne

f f thecmpeiy hc ra

et may l-ieand fro air comarso
ofc Firs 2an 25 ehow dgreiat an

S representation of the resuits of the
application of the Golgi method.

Ail investioeators do flot believe in

S and naly by Waildeyer. Onthecontrary,

p i s ume, especially Bethe, Apftthy, ll eld,
celts and others subscribe teo the doctrine
ernal c
glion of concrescence as opposed te that of
ods9; mere contact. This doctrine is, ln

h. the opinion of wlhid, from whose
erent
zone; wxitings I iave taken several illus-
pfohep trations ofarranted by the fcts of

aplcto oftehogimthd

cen- the case as shown in Figures 26, 2 ,
28, whichi are thexnselves fur-thuî cx-

plained by Figures 29 and 30.
nay'To begin eith Figure 29 e
somhave bore ian explnatio, in He
of concrescefe aseld and others of

t e geimules to be found on
3ri the dendrite- and shown, nt

only in this illustration, but aiso
cen-. t ain Figure 3. This author, 7ith

ÎDc..

many oilhers, believes that thepgem mules are the result eof the
roughl bulb imperfeet staininct of the con-
*il C.c. le nections with one set cf' don-
licnniscus; rtsb'h rcse.i aF. a. e., ex-
te facsiulus be, of others or of axones. lu
On' cunea1te both igures 29 and 30 we seem.Ì; . cs.,
siculus gra- te have authorization, foi- this
oprius; Xu.
c., cuneate explanation. HolàeI and so.me

cleus of the other investigators are-eof opin-
rierve; S. g. ion that the net-worics, shown
Hewetson, te, a greater or less extent in ail
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the above illustrations, not only surround the cell body, but actually
penetrate it. If we acknowledge that these are natural and not artifacts,
the result of our technical methods of treatment, there seems to be no
escape from this conclusion; moreover, Bethe and Apathy think that
conduction in the nervous system is through neuro-fibrils which are, in

A. 'Direct stem. i'rerip1ieî aitnrv
.icumy neunmes.ir nucditory nmurn Cdhiclzs Jn/3rle
of tii r. *

A'udrws divrMs

Nuzd.rs vadrais sr.imr

-- uan u hihrs .
Imedridensrrsda

.tlr Nuiu erftwt achierl veninfr

*I I
Mw~nwiwpa'iS <

Crdjwi irç.'tdsirr. ,

rtes f oner and o ighrer

Sbohote idemjntlth ganglion

adnyuaieus ,ess

-oem.'ml-tse neurone - :ç -uas dira
- . .......... e-asulm .

FIGs. 22 and 23. Diagrammatic representation of the arrangement '
of the axones of the cochlear nerve, etc, in thecentral nervous
system, etc. (after H. Held),

so far indeipendent of the bodies of the ax~ones that even reflex action can
~be .brought'abouit independently of tie. oengrliö celi-bodies. .'

It would probably bè prernature to adopt this e ilso egtils
-one mnust admit that the neurono coiicopt-in its original fo, a sa·é
be aiccepted aà expressing the whole truth at the pr esntitime. ABufeven
though this be trùe, the conquests wvon thr-ough these methods -and for..
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mulated by this doctrine are none the less real and admirable. A "neu-
rone " is to-day to those who thoroughly understand the nervous system
in the light of this concept, an altogether different thing from the
"nerve cell " of twenty years ago; and probably the ground thus gained
will not be lost to future generations of investigators.

The psychological implications of the neurone doctrine constitute a
large and tempting field. Reflexes alone with their related subjects of
habit, instinct, etc., in fact the whole field of physiological psychology
presents itself from new points of view. I have treated this topie to a

FIG. 23x. Section through the optic
lobe of the chick (after A. Van Gehuch-
ten). In the upper or outernmost layer
A are represented the terminations of
the axones (optic nerve fibres) of the
ganglionic cells of the retina; at B are
to be seen neurones of the middle zone.
The whole picture is that of a structure
more elaborate than one expects to find
in the spinal cord or hulb, in fact, sug-
gests cortex from which one would
infer that the optic lobe which is phy
siologically perhaps equivalent to the
prinary centres of vision in the man-
mais is also something more.

certain extent in an
address of mine pub-
lisbed in this JOURNAL
in June, 1902, and I
will not on this occa-
sion refer further to
these subjects. When
one attenhpts to corre-
late the nervous sys-
tem with the psychic
manifestations of di frer-
ont forms in the animal
kingdoni, it cannot but
be recognized as a most
prominent fact that
mental development
bas evolved, paripassu,
with the nervous sys-
tem. This, it is truc,
is obvious from an ex-
amination of the ner-
vous system without
the help of the micro-
scope at all, but it be-
comes a very impres-
sive fact when one

a

.

''ee

uses the most modern methods for microscopie exami- oies more par-
ticularly in thenation of this part of an animal's structure. As we cortex of ie

ascend the scale of animal life, it may be observed by superior tem-
the help of the Golgi and other methods that the neu- pioraas brouh
rones differ from one another not only in numbers but ont by staining

with' ordinary
also in complexity; and in man the neurone is more dyes, (after C
complex, that is, has a larger numbor of processes than i ' mmeiberg).

n any other animal. From this one would suspect an infinitely- greater
amount of communication between neurones with a corresponding psychic
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advancement. The idiot
ie an individual who,
looked at from this point

.. of view, lacks a large pro-
portion of those neurones
which are of the highest
importance to man, name-
ly, those of the cerebral
cortex. Hence we find
that hie psychic life is

. t- shrunk or rather has never

properly developed; while
in the insane there is
often both shrinkage and
actual alteration or dis-

fil appearance of both the
cell-body and its processes.
It is probable, although
this lacks demonstrative
proof, that the greatest
intellects have been the
possession of those with,

. .if not the greatest num-
ber, at all events the most
perfectly developed neu-
rones.

Possiblyno principle bas
played a greater part in
the most modern explana-
tions of psychological pro-
cesses, including memory

0 d ditself, than the law of as-

FIG. 25. Diagram of the cells of the cerebral cor- sociation. Now, a nere
tex as brought out by the Golgi nethod (after Starr, glance at the illustrations
Strong, Leaming). I. Superficial layer; a, fusiform;
b, triangular; c, polygonal cells of Cajal ; Il. Layer of this paper wi suggest
of small pyramidal cells; d, smallest; e, small; how much more complete-
f, medium sized pyramids with axones passing
down into the white matter and giving off collater- ly we are acquainted at
als in their course; III. Layer of large pyramidal the present day with the,cells; g, largest or giant pyramids; k, large pyr,- r
midal cells with abundance of. dendrites; all the"'.physiological-.basis for all

yramidal cells:send long ^dendrites'up to'I. ;- m, ' ;. Ya
artinotti cellith descending'dendrites'ànd..as c explanationsthan.af

cendin axone ; n poly onal cells ; IV.'Deeplayer:; o m 'e rd. n
p, fusiform oeil ;,q, po ygonal oells; VThe wbite .
matter containing the axones fròn the pyramidal, can- undérstand both
cells d. e. f. g. and from the cell of the deep layer lcsati»n and correla-
q ;r,ieurogýli fibrei..'n.corea
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tion; and the whole truth about the brain or
intellect cannot be told by one or by the other
alone but ouly by interpreting the one through
the other. Localisation in the extremely narrow
sense of a former«period cannot aniy longer be
hel1d aind in thea most e->

Fig. 2.
FIG. 26. A diagrammatic

representation according

treme psychic speciali-
zation it is likely that
several parts at least of
the brain are concerned.
But this field is so large
that I can only throw
out a few suggestions
on an occasion like this.

STJMMARY.

FIG. 27. A representa.
tion of an axone termin.
ating by free branches
among the cell-bodies

to Held of the manner in The great advance (afterH
which two neurones, a. b.,
communicate with one within the past two decades in
another by axones, their f the minute struc-
collaterals and the arbori-
zations of both (after H. ture of the nervous
Held). system is due chiefly

to the discovery and application of special
technical. procedures ; particularly of new
methods of staining, which not only. bring ou
the form and structurd of the cell-body but also

. Held).

the knowledge
C'

FIG. 28. A, B and C. Pericellular net-works considered by Held to be formed by
the terminations of axones. Preparations from a cat twenty days old by the Golgi
method (after H. Held). A cell with net-work from the, cochlear nucleus. In this
case the net-work surrounds the entire cell and also a dendrite -passing upwards.
The fibre a. corresponds to one of the thickened fibres of the cochlear nerve; B, part
of the net-work around the cell in Deiter's diirisioni of the vestibular nucleus ; the
thickenings in the net-work may correspond to aggregations of neurosomes, a. b. c.,
d. e. f. axones which help to form the net-work. C, part of the net-work around a
cell of the ventricular cochlear nucleus; the anastomoses of the coarser subdivisions
of-the fibres, a.b., and the larger swellings of the threads are specially well shown.
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reveal the various processes or extensions of the cell in such a way as to
show that the nerve unit is complez to a degree till lately scarcely sus-
pected ; and that there is all that variety and individuality in nerve
cells which one should expect to find in
numerous and complicated functions.

1

FIG. 29. Represents a cell stained by the Golgi
method and viewed with a high power (after H.
Held). The finer branchings of probably the
axones of other neurones may be seen uniting
with the cell body and dendrites of the main
neurone. It may also be inferred according to
Held from this figure, that by the Golgi method
there is at the best only a partial stainng of the
entire mass of fine branches in connection with
any particular neurone, which would explain the
so-called gemmules or thorns so frequently seen
on the dendrites of neurones and especially those
of the cerebral cortex.

the nervous system with its

The principal new methods
are :

1. The-chrome-osmic-silver
method of Golgi, perhaps
most extensively and fruit-
fully applied by Ramôn y
Cajal, which stains all the
main parts of the cell a dense
black and is more useful pos-
sibly than anyother in bring-
ing the nerve processes into
bold relief.

2. The intra vitan methy-
lene blue method of Ehrlich
which has proved itself parti-
cularly useful in determin-
ing the forms of the nerve
endings of the periphery.

3. The NissI method of
staining with methylene
blue, successfully modified

for some purposes, as a double staining by Held, and which has brough
into view the Nissl or tigroid bodies which have proved so useful a guide
to the knowlege of the physiological condition of the cell, and by the
help of which " primary degeneration" was discovered-

4. The Weigert-Pal method
of hSmatoxylin staining, by
which after fixation and harden-
ing with bichromate of potas-
sium, the cell-bodies and their

myelinated processes or axones
are marked off from each other,
the latter staining a blue black
while the bodies of the. cells
appear of a yellowish tinge. By
this method Flechsig determin-

FIG. 30. Sows the terminal branches end- ed that in the developing animal
!ng on the celi-bodies and dendrites and help- certain groups of neurones in
ing to form. a complicated net,.work such as the nervous centres become me-
that shown in Fig. 28 (after H. Held).
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dullated at about the same time and that these are physiologically
equivalent and so constitute "nerve tracts ". The method is also appli-
cable to marking out degenerations in a negative way when these pro-
cesses are so complote that the whole of the myelin has disappeared,
there being no staining of axones or nerve fibres in such regions.

5. The Marchi method is the most useful known to demonstrate degener-
ative processes of the neurones when these have not gone too far, because
by the application of osmic acid to specimens hardened in bichromate of
potassium or chromic acid, the myelin sheath now reduced to fat is stained
black.

In consequence of the discoveries in minute anatomy rendered possi-
ble by these various methods, all departments of neurology in the broadest
sense have been advanced; physiology, pathology and psychology, have
taken on a more or less new from.

In consequence of the results of the researches of such investigators
as Bethe, Apáthy, Held, and many others, the Neurone Concbpt or
Doctrine, as formulated by Waldeyer in 1891, must, in all probability, be
modified ; i. e. the doctrine of concrescence must be admitted at least to
some extent.

The Neurone Concept in its original form bas put most if not all the
facts of the nervous system already known on a more reliable anatomical
foundation; enabled the teacher of every department when dealing with
the nervous system, the botter to explain its processes whether physiolo.
gical, pathological or psychological. And so far as can be seen at present
these advantages, which are of the highest pedagogical importance at all
events, are not likely to be seriously diminished by any modifications in
the Neurone Concept that the future is likely to bring forth; though,
bearing in mind the revolutions in thought that have been wrought in the
past in consequence of new discoveries, one must speak with caution and
modesty. It may be truthfully said that the Neurone Concept has done
for neurology what the doctrine of organic evolution did for biology
generally-it has completely changed the point of view.

ATROPIIC SCIRRHUS OF ONE MAMMARY GLAND ASSOCIA-
TED WITH PAGET'S DISEASE OF THE NIPPLE

ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE.
BY

JoN M. ELDER, M.D.,
Surgeon to the Montreal General Hospital ; Assistant Professor of Surgery,

MoGill University.

The following case' has appealed to mé as being wortli reporting
because of the co-existence of a benign and a malignant condition in
the breasts of the same patient, and the undoubted evidence it fur-
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ELDER-ATROPHIC SCIRRHUS AND PAGET'S DISEASE.

nishes of long continued irritation and inflammation as an etiological
factor in these conditions.

Mrs. M. W., aet. 41, married at age of twenty-four, seven children,
last one born prematurely nine months before admission to the hos-
pital, and died at age of four months., Patient had been subject to
bronchitis, otherwise healthy save for breast troubles during periods
of lactation, when she always had sore nipples and acute mastitis. Left
nipple had always been retracted and she has never been able to nurse
with it. The right nipple invariably became cracked-.and bled duiring
lactation, in spite of which she always nursed her children from this
breast.

Present trouble in the left breast was referred by the patient to two
years before admission to the hospital, when she began to have a drag-
ging pain in her breast, and noticed a dimpling of the skin over a
small tumour near the nipple. This condition remained stationary
until six weeks after the birth of her last child, when suppuration
oecurred, and an abscess ruptured above the left nipple, leaving 'an
angry red scar, overlying a hard lump in the breast tissue.. Pain was
present only on severe over-exertion. Only in the last few weeks prior
to admission did the patient notice any enlargement in the axilla.
There had been no appreciable loss of weight or strength.

During last lactation a small abscess appeared in close relation .to
the right nipple, whic'h as usual became cracked and bled easily, leav-
ing a hard rough area close to the nipple.

There was a family history of tuberculosis; her'mother and one, bro-
ther had died from pulmonary tuberculosis; none of cancer.

Condition on admission, May 21, 1902 :-Just above the left nipple
was a red angry ulcer, with scab and dried up secretion, in mid-cla-
vicular line, the size of a twenty-five cent piece, with red edges (Fig. 1),
and beneath it was a hard tumour, the size of a small egg, 'frmly
adherent to.the skin, but movable -on the deeper structures. It 'was
about one and a half to two inches in diameter and was in the upper
and outer quadrant chiefly. It was not painful'or very tender. Below
the nipple two other small isolated masses were to be felt, one tender
on pressure. The skin over the centre of the tumour was retractd.
The axillary chain of glands beneath the pectoral border were marked-
ly enlarged, and a mass could be distinctly felt there. The deeper axil-
lary glands could not be palpated. It was a typical clinical picture of
the atrophic form of scirrhus of the, miaminary gland.

The right nipple was larger thaii nôrimal, of very firm. consiste .cy,
showing slight hypertrophy .of papille; the surrounding skin was
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thickened and infiltrated to the touch. There was no tumour to be
felt in the breast itself, nor any evidence of enlarged axillary
glands. The diagnosis of schirrus of left breast and Paget's disease of
niipple on the right side was made, and on May 26th, 1902, the patient
was operated upon under ether anæsthesia. Both breasts were amputa-
ted, and the glands in the left axilla dissected out. The pathological
report was: " right nipple densely fibroid; left breast shows schir-
rus cancer with glandular axillary metastases; a confirmation of the
clinical diagnosis."

At the operation for the left breast, a racket-shaped incision was
made, the handle extending beneath the anterior axillary fold to the
axilla, and this was first opened and all axillary glands removed and
dissection carried out towards breast. Consequently all vessels were
tied near their origin, lessening the number of ligatures required, and
enabling me to remove the chain of glands and breast en masse with-
out rupturing the lymphatics, and so making it impossible to dissemin-
ate infective material over the operative area. The incision was sutured
without drainage.

We next turned our attention to the other breast, which required to
be excised, but without the necessity of opening the axilla. As the
patient was a very spare woman, and we had already sacrificed con-
siderable tissue in getting wide of the trouble in the left side, we had to
plan the incision here to allow us to get sufficient fiaps to admit of
closure of the wound. This we got by making a transverse elliptical
incision, thus removing the diseased nipple: and the entire mammary
gland, and enabling us to approximate thefiaps from above and below
(Fig. 2).

Dry dressings were applied to both sides and the arms f olded across
the chest and bandaged there to -prevent any tension on'the ,suture
lines, and to act as splints at the same time. Patient was allowed up
on second day, hand and fore arms massaged daily, sutures removed
t.enth day, and. she was discharged June 14th (nineteenth day) vith
perfect union of flaps. So far (October, 1903),, there has been no
recurrence on either side.

Here we have the long continued and frequentlI recurring attacks
of mastitis in the left breast produeing a· local irritation which we
so often find preceding cancerous degeneration, and, to a lesser extent,
the same causes.in the right:nipple, produ ing:aahronic fibroid change,
which -of itself is suggestive f; degêeàtiv 'Èoesses. 2TIielft brea
and axilla showed nothing we are' not quité faniliar wihW thouigl we
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seldom get such a clear history of frequent attacks of mastitis as an
etiological factor.

The right nipple undoubtedly owed its pathological condition,: in-
part at least, to over-use; and the history of slight ulceration,. cracking,
watery discharge, and the condition of thickening and hypertrophy of
papillS with the brown discolouration and scaly feel that were present,
enabled us to make the diagnosis of Paget's disease of the nipple.

'The sequence of cancer on Paget's disease of the nipple has been
frequently demonstrated since this author first drew attention to it
by the report of fifteen cases. Al of these within a year or two devel1
oped carcinoma. The chronicity of :the disease is referred to by many
authors, and Morris reports a case in which it was six years before. car-'
cinoma supervened. Duhring reports another lasting ten years, and
Jamieson one of twenty years' duration.1  The undoubted .develop-'
ment of cancer, sooner or later, calis for the total. removal of the
breast in which this condition of the nipple persiats.. In"the Ameri-
can Text Book of Surgery, twenty-four out of thirty-five cases of
Paget's disease are cited as having become malignant, and this is prob-
ably an underestimate.

AN OPERATION FOR THE RADICAL CURE OF UMBILICAL
AND MEDIAN VENTRAL HERNIA.

BY

J. M. ELDER, M.D., C.M.,

Surgeon to the Montreal General Hospital; Assistant Professor of Surgery,
MeGill University.

The ordinary operadtion for the cure of large umbilical and miedian
ventral hernias was so unsatisfactory, in that it gave such a large per-
centage of relapses, that it was with much interest I saw practised sonie
three years ago, in Dr. Weir's Olinie at the Roosevelt, Hospital, New
York, what was, to me, a new method of treating these hernias. To
Mr. W. J. Mayo is due the credit of being the originator of this opera-
tion, which he first described in the. Annals of Surgery. for August,
1901; but I fmd no mention of^the operation in any of the .later sur-
gical text books. 1, therefore, thought it would be of interest ta some
of the members of this society to briefiy describe the operation, and
tell the results of my own experience of. it.

A veirtiSal 2 -incision, linear or ellipticdal, dendingv upon the

Read before tbe Montreal Medico Chirurgical 'ciety Nov th, 1903.
Diseases of the Skin, Crocker.

2Mayo's incisionwas transverse.,
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redundancy of tissue, is made over the hernial protrusion, and great
care will often be necessary in cutting down, not to wound the contents
of the sac, so thin often are the walls. The sac is then dealt with in
the usual manner, and in large ventral hernias it is preferably reduced
en masse, unless operation is done for sone inflammatory affection.
Having returned the abdominal contents, and closed the peritoneun,
should it be necessary to open it, the operator next directs his
attention to closing the openng between the two reeti abdominalis
muscles, which have become separated to snch an extent as to permit
the hernial protrusion. The old method was to suture together the
aponcurosis of these muscles, and thus try to restore the linea alba.
This was just where the operation failed. You only replaced the
linea alba, which had already given way, by a Une of scar tissue, which
readily yielded to pressure again, with a resulting relapse of the con-
dition, necessitating wearing a ,truss-no truc cure.

The operation I bring to your notice to-night aims at filling in the
hernial opening with firm muscular tissue, thereby preventing relapse,
and leaving a stro.ng anterior abdominal wall. This is effected by
opening the sheaths of both recti muscles at thoir inner edges from a
point well above the hernial opening to another point well below it.
The muscles are then thoroughly separated fronm their sheaths opposite
this area, a proceeding attended often by troublesome homorrhage.
The muscles are then-held up by retractors, the posterior aponeurosis is
next brought together in the median line. Mattress sutures of heavy
(preferably chromicised) cat-gut, are passed up through the internal
median border of one rectus muscle, and the free ends then passed up
through the other muscle near its exIernal border. When these
sutures are pulled upon, it will be seen that the first muscle will be
pulled over under its fellow, and there it is kept by tying the sutures.
Two to four of these sutures will be required, depending on the size
of the hernia. A few interrupted sutures of the saine material fastens
down the free edge of the upper muscle to the body of its underlying
fellow. Thus the one rectus muscle will he super-imposed upon its
fellow over the old hernial orifice, and, if al homorrhage is carelully
checked, these raw surfaces will unite, and'the firin, muscular pad thus
formed will prevent any future heriia.

The operation is completed by uniting the anterior aponeurosis in
the median line by a running suture of cat-gut, and closing the
cutaneous opening with silk-worm gut sutures. A firm pad, retained
over the wound .by strapping, with' an 'abdiminal -bindekto giyesp-
port in case of. postinæsthetic vomiting, com'letes ihe dèssing The
after treatment is the same as for other operations, forradical cure of
hernia, and the patient, I hold, should in ho case- be allowed to use
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the muscles concerned before three weeks, at least. -io form of truss
should be allowed, as pressure is bad in these cases, but an ordinary
flannel or elastic abdominal binder or better still, one of linen mesh,
should be worn for the first month or two after the patient is going
about. One would expect that there would be some loss of function
in, or painful action of, the recti abdominalis muscles after the opera-
tion, but I have so far failed to find such a condition in the few cases
I have operated upon.

I have performed the operation upon four patients-all women,-
three of them in the summer of 1902 (Nos. 546, 729 and 1122 Montreal
General Hospital Reports), and one I did in a private hospital this
autumn for a confrère in this city. Two of the cases were purely
umbilical hernia, of large size; in one there was strangulation with
infection of the sac, necessitating immediate operation, and in the
other, I could not reduce the adherent omentum and had to remove
it. The others were more ventral, one especially extending from well
up in the epigastrie fossa down below the umbilicus. Al the hernias
had lasted for years-one followed a laparotomy for some gynecological
operation, and a previous attempt at cure had resulted in a relapse,
with strangulation. The ages of the patients varied from thirty years
to fifty-six years. I have kept track of all of them since operation,
and, so far, there has not been the slightest evidence of recurrence, and
the functional result bas been al that could be desired. Especially
can one feel the firm musculair ridge left in the median lino by the
union of the two recti muscles. In all the operations there was con-
siderable shock, but in none did I have any septie or other troublesome
symptoms after the first twelve hours.

SYNOPSIS OF REPORTS OF THE CASES.

I.-No. 546, Surgical Reports, 1902, M. G. H.
Mrs. R. P., age 56, house-wife, mother of eight children, admitted

to ward " K" May 20th, 1902, complaining of varicose veins of left
leg. A large umbilical hernia was found on examining her, which she
says first appeared 14 years ago, at the birth of her last child, and has
been gradually increasing-in size. It is not reducible, though it has
never given symptoms of strangulation. The abdomen is fatty and
pendulous, and the note over the hernial protrusion is dull with patient
recumbent, but becomes tympanitic when she stands up, and the coils
of bowel in it could then easily be palpated.

.,The, väricose-condition in the left leg was first treated by excisioný
of the afŠfted eins, a'ndten days after the first operation, which had
resulted vei-yfavourably the'umbilical herina was operated upôn after
the method mentioned above., The sac had to be opened, as the con-
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tents could not be returned through the neck, and it was found that
the omentum was adherent to the sac wall. After ligaturing the
omentum and returning the free end into the abdominal cavity, the
sac with the adherent omentum was excised, and the peritoneal open-
ing closed with cat-gut sutures. The operation was then finished am
described above. Recovery was without incident, and when she left
the hospital one month after admission, there was a thick muscular
pad at the site of the former umbilical hernia.

II.-No. 727, Surgical Reports, 1902, M. G. H.
Mrs. M. P., age 33, chanwoman, the mother of eight children, having

twice had twin pregnancies, was admitted to hospital on June 30th,
1902, complaining of umbilical hernia. About two years previously,
after giving birth to twins, she noticed a swelling at the umbilicus
about the size of a large orange. It gave no special trouble until five
months before admission, when she had another baby, after which the
tumour increased in size, and it pained her on standing or lifting, and
especially on jumping down from a step. After eating, during past
week, she notices a distressed feeling at the site of tumour, associated
with nausea, vomiting and anorexia. Rest in bed in hospital, with
fluid diet, caused a marked diminution in the size of the tumour.
Examination showed a complete separation of -the two recti muscles,
along the median line, from near the ensiform cartilage to near ihe
pubic symphisis. At the umbilical region this separation amounted to
1¾. inches, and through the opening at this point a definite hernial
tumour, the size of a large orange protruded, and became pendulous
when the woman stood up or strained. There was impulse on cough-
ing, and percussion over the tumour gave a tympanitie note. Here
we had a median ventral hernia extending down between the two recti
muscles, with a marked protrusion at the umbilicus. At operation two
elliptical incisions were made, extending nearly the whole length of the
recti muscles and enclosing all the skin in the pouching area between
the separated muscles. The peritoneal cavity was accidentally opened
at the umbilicus, but for the most part the protruding peritoneum was
allowed to drop back and the operation completed in the usual ;way.
She left the hospital on -the 25th day after admission with a good
result, and has remained well since, continuing her former arduous
occupation.

III.-No. 1122, Surgical Reports, 1.902, M. G. H.
Mrs. L.. R., age50, was admitted. Sept:eniber 23; 1902; withsy mptqms

of partial strangulation in -an umbiial hernia. She .Was the mother
-of two children, and had noticed the hernia for. the -past.10-years, seven
years after birth of last child. On several previous occasions she has
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had symptoms of strangulation, bat they always passed off upon reduc-
tion of the hernia. For the past year she wore a truss, but it had
failed ta always retain it. The present attack of strangulation began
the day before admission, and as it did not yield to the usual remedies,
and vomiting and ein were becoming incessant, patient was sent into
the hospital from her home in the Eastern Townships. The bowels
had moved slightly on day of admission.

Operation done by removing skin covering tumour by a vertical
elliptical incision. On opening sac, the contents were found ·to be
omental, whichi was gangrenous, and sac wall was, of course, also in-
fected. Al the infected tissue was removed, and the peritoneal opening
closed without drainage. The recti muscles were then plicated so as
ta -cover up hernial opening, and the wound closed as in the other
cases. In this case, as was to be expected, there was fever (101° to
102°) for the first two days after operation, but this subsided nicely,
and patient made a good recovery, and left for home within the month.
She still remains well, with no tendency ta hernial trouble.

IV.-A private patient upon whom I operated for Dr. C. H. Church,
Montreal, at the Glengarry private hospital here. The case was one of
post-operative ventral hernia which hsd already been operated upon.
I subjein Dr. Ohurch's report of this case, which he was good enough
to furnish me for this article, he having carried out the entire after-
treatment of his patient.

A. M. W., aet 38, female, unmarried.. Patient is large and fleshy.
with pendulous abdomen, weighs' 190 pounds. Always enjôyed good
lhealth until 1893, when she had both ovaries and tubes removed, by
usual median incision, for a tumour of unknown nature.. Within one
year following this operation a hernia developed, whidh in three years
had reached the size of an infant's head.

In 1898, an attempt at a radical cure was made, resulting in only a
temporary cure, the hernia reappearing two years later. In1892, the
hernia had again increased to- a very large size, necessitating the con-
stant use 'of a truss day and night, in order to keep. the *hernia from
appearing, which, however, in the erect posture never was sufficient to
retain it. In February, 1903, and again. in September, strangulation
took place and was only relieved with' great difficulty.. Operation
advised for radical cure on September 16th. Operation an 18th.
Stitches removed on the 29th, a normal temperature intervening after
first day .following. operation. -Patient; up ýand about in five weeks.

The patient ade a unintérriipt areovey 4ftèiroperatii; suffe
ing very little pain at aiy, ýtimé .Wlhen.'the.first dressing .was, 'done,
tën days aft'er operation, a distihct padding:could be .easily felt, glong
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the line of incision, and extending outward for half an inch on either
side, this prominence is quite perceptible at' the present time, though
to a less degree. Since getting up, patient bas worn a light abdominal
support of linen mesh.

If one may be permitted.to judge, trom an external abdominal exam-
ination of the lower abdominal area, at the present time, there would
appear to be a strong, muscular union between the opposing surfaces
of the recti muscles, extending from the uinbilicus to the symphysis
pubes, resulting in a strong -barrier to any attempt at a return of a
hernia in this area.

COMPLETE ABSENCE OF THE LEFT FIBULA ASSOCIATED
WITH DEFORMED FEMUR.

13Y

A. E. GAROW, M.D.

While partial or complete absence of the fibula associated or not with
other deformities or defects is not of rare occurrence, nevertheless, the
number of cases coming under the observation of any one surgeon is
comparatively small. Complete absence of the fibula is very mucb
more comnnon than partial, in the latter the upper middle or lower seg-
ment of bone may be wanting.

In most of the càses recorded, there is associated with the absent
fibula alterations in the shape of the tibia, vàz.: a sharp bending UÏMally
forward, at the junction of the middle and lower thirds, and over the
prominent angle a more or less well marked "scar-like" depression.

Kirmisson refers to coexistent tarsal and phalangeal deformities and
defects, several tarsal bones being united into one bony mass, lack of
one or more toes with their corresponding metatarsai bones. Obliquity
of the lower articular surface of the -tibia favoring dislocation of the
ankle outwards seems to be comumon.

Very little seems to be known about the causation of this condition.
Cotton and Chute, in criticiziDg the various theories advanced, are in-
clined to agree with Kirmisson, Hoffa -and Walsham, who accept
Dareste's view published in 1882, viz.: " That the -origin of the-typical
deformity would be as follows: Between the fifth and eighth week,
pressure of a too tightly fitting amnion interferes with the development
of the exposed fibula and the outer to:e 'or toes of the exposed foot.
Lack of -space determines the bend of the growing;tibia; the adhesion

.which produces the so-called :scar is a ' r 0esult ofc ntact and adhesion
of the most salient pointE of the tibiawith.lthe eWéeloping wall. The

Read before the Móntreal Medico-Chirurgical Society, Nov. 6th, 1903.
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GARROW-CONGENITAL DISLOCATION.

persistent lack of growth of the whole limb is probably a result of
deficiency in vessels and nerves due to the early pressure, as well as
of disuse."

IHandek, in 1896, showed by microscopical examination of the so-
called scar-that no scar really existed, but only such fibrous and
atrophie changes as might arise from pressure.

This child, 3 weeks old, whose photograph and skiagraphs I show, was
referred to me by Dr. Berthiaume, of St. Jerome. The deformity was
rrecognized at birth. The left limb is shorter and somewhat less de-
veloped than the right. The thigh is held flexed and abducted, abduc-
tion and extension are iuch limited, the left patella is smaller than the
riglit; the leg is held in a somewhat abducted position as in genu
valgum. The t'high is muei shorten-ed, and the femur is markedly
bowed forward, as can be seen in the large skiagraph (not reprodueed
here). Examination readily reveals absence of the fibula, with the foot
abducted and everted-there is no evidence of bowing of the tibia
nor of any scar on the skin. The toes are intact, well formed, not
webbed-nor can any tarsal deformity be recognized either on examina-
tion or from the skiagrmphs.

The muscles are as well developed proportionately in the left as in
the right limb, otherwise the child is healthy and strong, being the
fifth in the family; all the other children are strong, well developed
and normal.

CASE OF CONGENITAL' DISLOCATION REDUCED BY THE
LORENZ METHOD.

II.

This child, now seven years old, is -one of a series of four cases which
came under my care last year, short notes of whiich I have already
presented at a recent meeting of thé Canada Medical Association.

Reduction was effected by the so-called LQrenz method -on October
26, 1902, the limb fixed in the abducted and everted position by means
of a plaster of Paris spica, and the child allowed to walk about. At
each change of dressing the abducted position was diminished, and
at the same time a skiagraph was taken after the plaster had set, in
order to determine the position of the head of the bone.

The last bandage was removed about the first of July, 1903, less
than nine months from the time of reduction; the child walks as you
can see 'with'a;very sl.ight limnp,,-înovements at.the-ip 'joint axe'per-
feet aid there is less than one cCentimetre of; shortening. .

Àn examdnatin':of theskiagraph taken:before reduction shows the'
liead of the bone lying well above h whilthe second
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skiagraph, taken when the last bandage was applied, illustrates the
abducted position maintained as well as the 'head of the femur lying
in a comparatively deep acetabulum.

The improvement in the child's posture and gait is very satisfactory,
no lordosis is present, and there is a complete·.absence of the lurch
which characterized the walking.

I am inclined to attribute the satisfactory result of treatment to the
following conditions: The age of the child, the poorly developed
muscular condition, but above al, to the well developed acetabulum
which exieted prior to reduction, as can be seen from examining the
skiagraph.th

THE STFDY, OF ANATOMY.

CHARLEs A. HEBBERT, M.R.C.P., LoNDON,

Professor of Aniatomy, Bishop's College, Montreal.

IRTRODUcTORY LECTURE, 1903.

One of my teachers for whom I had a very great respect and esteem,
wrote in the introduction to bis first book, " that a time came in every
man's life, when it was becoming to him to give the result and expres-
sion of bis own experience and observation so far as in him lay," more
especially to further in every possible way, the progress of his students,
to encourage their efforts to succeed and to strengthen their energies
to master the subject or subjects of their investigation. In such a
spirit, help may be suggested by the description of one's own difficulties
and failures in learning this most important branch of his medical
training, the basis In fact of ail his professional studies.

When I use the term profession, I say the most acceptable, the best
accepted and proper phrase to indicate our position in the world, a
term honoured by all nations as above the sordid consideration of greed.
Never let your profession bé degraded by such conditions as might be
indicated in the conduct of a grocéry or general utility-store, or other
business conducted on so-called "business principles" dealing with
more personal advantages, inconsiderate of others' comfort, health or
condition.

To return to our original subject, though much I may -say will
apply to other linos of the study of modicine I insist that a thorough
knowledge of the frarme and anatomy of the human body imprative,
before any future ,ptoceedins or·inïerfèrence àre suggested, or under-
taken. You cannot too eaiiesLly. 'thiik wlat'the v'ilue of this ît'dy.
may be to you, and it is in the after if e of,,your career that you will
learn to esteen, as of infinite importance, the time, often wearisone
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and, painful, sometimes almost beyond endurance, you have spent in the
acquisition of your knoivledge of anatomy. You must always be alive
to the fact that your study of anatomy and its foster sister physiology,
are only preparations for your aid to the sick and suffering and your
knowledge of or the want of it, may be the cause of life or death to your
patients. Never let this fact be absent from your minds, you are
assuming the -gravest responsibility, if you neglect this serious and
importait study. An eminent surgeon in England told me that busy
as he was, he never failed to read some pages of his book on anatomy
every day in his life, and ho attributed much of his success to this daily
re-collection.

li approaching the subject let me impress on you the value of the
study of anatomy as an element, a great, important educational ele-
mont, not only in this special branch, but in all your future life
interests and work. When a traveller first visits a new country he
uses all his senses and applies theon to iis own progress and advan-
tage. That is, ho observes, reasons on details and decides his further
action. In faiet he follows the processes of mind as laid before you in
your works on logic and physiology. 1st perception or. appréhension;
2nd comparison or reasoning; 3rd willing or decision. In your work
do not forget that by these same simple processes you vill most easily.
master,.and when mastered, reta-in your details of the subject. 'Use
your common sense and apply your comprehension of details as -in
ordinary life. By such means you will find the value of the study,-
still a.iding in your life educati=on, leading to trains of thought and
ideas, at first you will -think hardly 'conceivable; you will learn those
essential conditions of scientific thouglit, accuracy of details, clear.ness
in description, conciseness in expression.

Al these factors in vour education I repeat are of the- highest
importance, and I cannot too emphatically and earnestly insim on
your deliberate consideration with regard to your teachers, -r what-
ever title best or least befits their dignity, think of them as guides, who
have tracked and passed over the trails you are invited to follow.
They have, as a.l guides, found the way "- o'er moor and fen, o'er crag
and torrents," and enconntered many obstacles ài.nd dangers. They
are merely showing you what they have experienced and endured.
Such faithful guides trust! and they will trust you. A faithful trust
in a man wviho is, believed to be loyal -to work and endeavours, begets
loyalty,-honest·and manÌy 3vork in- is pupil.s ahd disciples.. I is "by
such genuine qualities that the Èreatest téachers and instrdors, of'
our art, have aided hiumanity's intérest and woll. ieing: nihil dic6
amplius.
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One of the first difficulties you have to meet with is the nomenclature,
often vague, grotesque and at first sight apparently unmeaning, but it
is founded on the work of centuries, the work of men who patiently
and labouriously examined the body under conditions unknown and
unappreciated in these times. Ternis which they used and have handed
down to us, are derived from the current language of science, Greek,
Latin and their derivatives. Many names of illustrious observers and
workers are used in the description of 'tissues and parts of the body,
and we have to mention those names in our lectures, names though
to be remembered and thought of by every earnest student. They are
those who have simplifi.ed and illumined our work. Recall these
names, Harvey, Vesalius, Scarpa, Paré, Colles, Quain and others, and
we must acknowledge with aIl feelings of reverence and gratitude, the
genius and carefulness of our great predecessors.

)bher terms are used to denote the position of parts, these are some-
times direct derivatives of Greek or Latin and sometimes hybrid.
These certainly present trouble to the tyro, but they have the authority
of age and tradition and so must be respectfully learnt: I refer to such
words as Acromion a"xpos c^µsoç the tip of the shoulder olecranon

Xezr; icepas contracted to icpås, the elbow tip. All such troubles
can be overcome by strenuous and constant labour.

The next obstacle will be the learning of the mechansim of joints
and the bony framework. The longer we study the more we appre-
ciate the wonderful and interesting arrangement of these parts of our
body. You will learn the structure of the wrist and hand, showing
how precision, dexterity and delieacy of movements are pps-
sible owing to the number, variety and arrangement of the articula-
tions, how force is distributed and friction is minimized. You
will learn how in other parts strength is effected and weight is
maintainei by the massiveness and thickness of the bone3, as in the
pelvis, and you will still further learn how such delicate, fragile
structures as the brain and spinal cord 'are protected and supported
with the least possible danger to their important function and action.
Do not be discouraged if you find you do not readily recolleet the facts
of anatoiny. . It will come in time and remember " Quum se colliget
anirnus atque recreavit, tum agnoscit illa -reminiscendo."

When you have collected the facts they remain. The brain never
forgets!

Anatomy in its literal sense means the dissection of-parts by cutting.
'Ava-ropt, répuv. È is difficult' to· determiné thé :date at hich this
science began to. be cul-tivated, but -it is robaie;f-om thé earliest
times some persons took advantagé of favourable circumstances to
acquaint themselves with it. The Druids, priests judges and physicians
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executed victinis as sacrifices, and no doubt availed themLselves of the
opportunities of acquiring some knowledge of anatomy.

ZEsculapius dissected animals for the instruction of bis students and
his descendants, the Aisclepiades founded the schools in Cos, Rhodos
and Cnidos. The Jews did not neglect anatomy, which they studied
from. the carefully prepared bones of their a.ncestors and their manipu-
lation for, embalming. But the first real progress was made by
Erasistratus, born, 300 B.C., who obtained permission to dissect human
bodies. Up to that tine the work had been done on animals with a
view to study the comparative anatomy of man.

Herophilus, whose name remains with us as a teri in the skull
(" Torcular Herophili"), was born in Carthage about the saine time
and was reported to have dissected living subjects in Alexandria.
Parthenius, 200 B.C., published a book on the dissection of the human
body. The next great name was Galon, A.D. 181 (Vene galeni), who
was the principal historian of the subject and to whom we are indebted
for the knowledge of the works of the earliest observers from

Esculapius to his own time. Anatomy was now neglected for a long
period, till in the reign of Fredarick IL., of Sicily, A.D. 1191-1250.
This intelligent monarch made a law prohibiting the practice of sur-
gery without a previous knowledge of anatoiny. In the 16th century
we have such names as Laicuna, Sylvius and the great Vesalius, who
has been denominated the founder of human anatomy. After
many troubles and persecutions on account of his advanced opinions
and active investigations, he was -recalled to Italy and succeeded his
friend ahd former pupil Fallopius. in the Chair of Anatomy at Padua.
One of his achievements was the description of the sphenoid bone, and
his name is curiously perpetuated by a minute foramen in the great
wing. Is not this an irony? It reminds one of Hamlet's sarcastic
remark:

" To what base uses .we may return, Hora-tio!"
" Imperious Coesair, dead and turned to clay,
"Might stop a hole to keep the wind away."

A contemporary of Vesalius was the eminent Eustachius.
In -the 17th century progreas was rapid. Harvey, in 1619, dis-

covered the circulation of the blood. Shakespeare, who died in 1616,
wrote in his play Julius Cesar, as if it werc a prophecy of this dis-
covery: (Brutus to his wife Portia).

" You are ,my true and ;hondurabne vie
As dear ·t;o me; "as are the ruddy drops
That visit my sad hear.t."

The microscope was employed to deteet the small vessels. The
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lympli vessels were demonstrated by Aselli, and. in the same period
Wharton, Malpighi and Ruysch were distinguished by their work.

In the next century we have records from every nation in Europe,
Italy still maintaining its preeminence, Pacehioni, Valsalva, Morgagni,
Santorini, etc. In France, Winslow, Vicq d'Azyr, Bichat. In
Germany, Haller and Meckel. In Great Britain, H1unter, Cruick-
shank, Monro, Sir Charles Bell. In Holland, Boerhave and
Bohm. I only select a few representative names, but there 'are many
others hardly less illustrious. These I mention, you will constantly
hear of, and my object is to impress on you the work which has been
accomplished in this science, through so long a period under such
arduous circumstances, and to ask you to think what devoted labour
and careful observation these inighty pred.ecessors gave for the benefit
of their posterity and to accept and revere them as noble examples,
stimulating and encouraging your own studies and investigations.
I will ask you to forgive me if I have been prolix. I have spoken as
I have thought, and my experience as a student has dictated:

"Neque vera laus îi de-tracta

Oratione rnostrâ, neque faisa

Affieta esse videatur."

The -original communication, by Dr. Wesley Mills, Professor of
Physiology in McGill University, upon the Neurone Concept, is a mas-
terly exposition of that important doctrine in all its bearings. The
facts have been broughit together into a form easily accessible,'and the
subject has been sufficiently well illustrated to make it very clear. The
fasiculus, in a separate cover, may. be had from the publishers upon
application.

The thirty-third annual volume of the Montreal Medical Journal will
begin with the issue for Jamiary, 1904. -That number will contain four
important papers published for the first time: Aneurism of the Abdo-
minal Aorta [ahstract], by Dr. William Osier; An Analysis of 486 cases
of Pneimonia and 100 Autopsies, by Dr. John McCrae; The Ill-Health
of Friederich Nietzsche, by Dr. George M. Gould, and Poisoning by
Wood Alcohol, by Dr. Frank Buller. Dr. Osler's paper will be read
before the Montreal Medico-Chiiurgical Society on the 29th December,
and will appear as an abstract.
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THE CURSE OF EVE.

It was a favourite view of Sir Thomas Browne-a name well known
to all who have been in the 'habit of hearing Dr. Osler's addresses-
that the stork only chose to, inhabit those counitries whieh were free.
Strangely enough, in these days, it is to countries which are free-if
freedor be indicated by a republican form of government-that this
bird of good omen comes the least frequently.

Previous to the year 1840, in the United States; the increase in
population by native reproduotion was seven times greater than the
growth of immigration, and both Washington and Jeffemion estimated
that in the year 1875 their country would contadn -eighty millions of
native born Americans. ,As a matter of fact, according to the census
. 1900, the numbers were notmore than forty two millions, the. rest
of tlie.-polation beiùg made up. of. iû ig ants'the children 2 imn.
grants, andngroes. Massachusetts, atthinm f.ß the-cènsüï had, iù
itspopulation of 2,805,346, as nianyas 843,324'!persons offorigi birth.
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The Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statisties has compiled a more
recent report on the nationalities of the people engaged in the indus-
tries of the state. It deals with industries and professions employing
1,079,000 persons, and of these 62.46 per cent. were not natives of the
Uiited States. Of the natives only 19.73 per cent. were born in Mas-
sachusetts; in New York, 76.6 per cent. of the citizens are aliens or
children of aliens.

The Government statistician of New South Wales has issued an
essay on statistics, which shows, according to the Australasian lcdical
Gazette, that whilst the population of the state has increased consider-
ably in recent years, the proportion of childless marriages has increased
out of all proportion, so that the birth-rate has fallen to 25 per 1000.

In France, during the past year, according to the returns of the
Bureau -of Vital Statistics, there were 25,988. more deaths than births,
îand 20,000 fewer births than during the previous year, while the in-
crease in the number of deaths was 37,052. The record shows only
827,297 births for a popultion of more than 39,000,000, though there
was a slight increase in the number of marriages, and a slight decrease
in the number of divorces, whiioh fell off from 7,179 to 7,157. In all
the other European states the natural increase of the population is
considerable, free France alone shows a diminution in numbers.

From this gloomy outlook one can turn with satisfaction to the
condition of affairs in MontreaI and in the Province.of Quebec generally.
In this city, during the year 1901, the birth rate per thousand of
population was 32.44; last year it Tan up to 38.65. Amongst French
Canadians the rate was 43.56; amongst other Catholics, 22.41; and
amongst Protestants, 23.75. Other and equally remarkable testimony
to the fruitfulness of the French Canadian population is afforded by
the Provincial Board of Health which obtained access to the records of
the Société des Artisans Canadiens Français. The officials investigated
the medical examination reports of the members who applied for ad-
mission into the society, and -were enabled, by counting the applicant
and the niiber of his brothers and sisters, to establish the fecundity
of 1,000 French Canadian families taken at random, 500 from the
urban districts and 500 from the rural districts. The figures show
an average of 9.06 per famly for the urban districts, and 9.33 for rural
districts, or 9.19 for the two districts combined together. In Norway
the number of children per marriage is .5.8, and amongst the Russian
peasantry .7.2.only.,
ST-hese 'figures, are, for prolific marriages only, as no' sterile'marriagës
figure in the records,,but. this defroiency, the, officials think, .is probably
more than compensated by the fact that after the date of the médical



examination quite a number of members continue to have brothers
and sisters.

Another valuable fact is that the birth rate in Quebec has not per-
ceptibly. decreased since 1884,; the average for the past nineteen years
has been 39.4; last year it was only .75 less than that, and 6.21 above
the rate for the previous year. If France could obtain such a birth
rate that country would be enriched by 1,481,500 citizens every year.

This &'minution of the birbli rate is no new tiing. The Greeks
foresaw and feared it; to them, the Amazon was the woman broken
away from lier natural obligations, always a peril to the race, and
amongst the Romans, Juvenal. made his gnim jests at her expense. A
false education,·wich stimulated faise energies and excitei abnormal
ambitions, made lier contemptuous of lier femininity, and encouraged
her to substitute for it an ideal which was, then as now, hybrid and
grotesque.

The fall of the Race always comes through the Woman. Tempt-
ed by the " subtle beast " towards a false ambition and away from her
appointed task, she puts forth her hand to attain to a knowledge which
was never intended for her, and brings the disaster of obliteration
upon her race. That is the Curse of Eve.

PRIORITY OF OPERATION.

A very pretty contention arose at the meeting of the Medico-Chirur-
gical Soéciety, held on the 6th November, over the evolution of the
operation for umbilical herina by overlapping the recti muscles. It
was precipitated by Dr. Elder's communication published in this
issue, in which he credited it to Mayo. Other claimants arose for
Lucas-Championnière, and some protested that the iperation just grew.

The results in the radical cure of large umbilical and median ven-
tral herino have been notoriously unfavourable. *Coley found that
nearly 50% recurred. · Any procedure, therefore, which bids fair
to improve this condition of things should command attention,
and the operation with case-reports, brought before the Medical
Society, attracted considerable interest. The present remarks have
to deal with the question of priority. Was W.. J. Mayo, of Roches-
ter, Minn.,. the first to reconmend the overlapping of the linea
alba and the recti muscles in the cure of umbilical herinæ? First,
it, miay- be premised. that- Lucas-Championnières method is some-
thing 'quit diffe'reit-; it, consiss iné an. inturniig of the edges ;of
the'linea alba; áfter the manner of Lembert's intestinal suture. In the
inguinial region' hi, method, which hais 'been cited as ,-analogous to,
musCl:.overlapping in umbilical, .herniaj .consists in bringing the.
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muscle and external oblique aponeurosis of the . upper lip of the
wound down over the aponeurosis of the lower lip, thus producing an
overlap. This method was published, as far as we can learn, in the
early nineties. But the application of the principle to umibilical heri-
no seenis not to have been thought of even by Championnière himself
or at any rate, carried out until 1895, when W. J. Mayo first employed
this operation. It was not, -however, until 1899 that Mayo ,published
his cases and described the operation as a new one (Annals of Sur-
gery, January, 1899). At that time he reported five cases, in three of
wlhich he had produced overlapping from side to side, in two from
above, downvard, that is, transversely. This article seems to have been
the first upon the subject; and certainly to Mayo belongs the credit
of priority. In a later publication (Annals of Surgery, August, 1901),
he describes the operation again fully, and reports upon 19 cases, with
good results, a numiber far in 'excess of those of any other o.gerator
who has put hiiself on record.

Irdependently of Mayo, and without knowledge of his work, three
other surgeons have lately devised exactly, or almost exactly, the sane
op: ration. Sapiejko, ·of Kiew, opera.ted on a woman on December 15,
189S, by this inthod, and published his description of it as a new
thing in the Revue de Chirurgie, 1900, page 240. It may be said, in
passing. that the great value of the method was well deoniostrated in
bis cases, that of a 9-para, with an enormous hernia, allowing a dias-
ta, is of the recti of 22 cm., and 4 months pregnant. He overlafpped
the recti in their sheaths over a width of 15 cm., and immediate cure
was perfect, the woman going on through a normal pregnancy; and
the abdomen later "resenbled that of a prinipara."

Piccoli published in the Centralbl.f-Chir., Januar, 1900, the sanie
operation, under the impression that lie was bringing forward some-
thing new. He had first donc the operation in August, 1899. He
refers to Bonome, of Romîe, as having independently done an almost
identical operation in December, 1899. Finally, Blake (Med. Rec.,
Mav 25, 1901), of New York, publishes a description of the same
op2,ation, saying that he first thought of it independently in Septem-
ber, 1900.

Dr. Gariow informs us that lie has carried out this method in umbi-
lical herinS for tie past six or seven vears, under the impression that
he was not doing anytliiig, especially new, but simaply'aplying Çhi-
pionèie's. principle of the ingnunal cure to that of theûmbilial on
ditions. There remrains yet one point. In thý ôperation described by
Dr. Elder at the recent meeting of the society, the' sheaths of the
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recti are opened, and the bare muscle is pulled 'over and sutured upon
the bare muscle of the opposite sides, the two being then covered by
simple edge to edge opposition of the anterior sheaths. In all the
articles above quoted the sheaths were left unqpened. This seems
therefore to be a new point, a decided modification of the operation;
not yet put in print. Dr. Elder saw it done by Blake in New York,
who professed to have seen Mayo do it; and Dr. Keenan informs us
that he carried it out, without knowing the origin of the idea, in a
case at the Royàl Victoria Hospital during the past few months.

AN OLD RIDDLE SOLVED.

Ever since the digestive power of the gastric, intestinal and
pancreatie juices was known, one of the questions which has puzzled
students of the digestive physiology was, " Why does not the stomach
digest itself?" Probably all medical men, be they old or recent
graduates, remember the discussions of this question in their text-
books or by their teachers, and remember that neither authority was
able to give a satisfactory answer to the riddle.

That the protection of the alimentary mucous membrane from diges-
tion was not due to some mysterious power inherent in living tissue, as
such, was shown by the experianents in which a living leg of a frog or
a living ear of a rabbit was digested when placed in the stomach
of a second living animal. One of the carlier physiologists thought
he had found the answer for this riddle in the alkalinity of the blood,
claiming that the acid gastrie juices did not attack the lining cells of
the stomach because the constant fresh supply of alkaline blood fiuids
prevented it from. exercising its power. This explanation was quickly
shown to be faulty, for immediately another -physiologist pointed out
that the alkaline pancreatic juice would be favoured in its digestive
activity by the alkaline blood fiuids. In most recent text-books on tIe
physiology of digestion, to which we have had access, we find this ques-
tion dealt with at greater or less length, but in none do we find any
satisfactory answer.

Within the past year a young physiologist,* Weinland by name,
working in Munich, lias succeeded, as we believe, in solving this famous
riddle. He has shown that there are present in the cells of the
alimentary mucouss membranes certain anti-substances, .apparently
triptlycomparable"to -suèh anti-substances itilysins .antitoxins,

and so on, with which the modern immunityinvestigations hare made
us:-familiar. These' aitipepsins .and: ahtitripsins protent the;a tion
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of the peptic and tryptic ferments, and by their presence in the célls of
the stomach and intestine shield the same from the destructive action
of the digestive secretions.

It is interesting to follow the course which Weinland pursued in
the investigations which led him to the successfui solving of the riddle
which had perplexed so many any such eminent students. He started
with an investigation of so uninteresting and humble an. organism as
the tape-worm, and succeeded in isolating from its tissues an anti-
trypsin which added to a mixture of fibrin and pancreatic juice pre-
vented the digestion of the fibrin. lie next isolated successively and
successfully an antipepsin from the mucous membrane of the stomach
and an antitrypsin from the mucous membrane of the intestine, which
exhibited specifie inhibitory action on their respective ferments. These
antisubstances , can be extracted with ese from the gastric and
intestinal mucous membranes and can be precipitated from these
solutions by various reagents. Thus far they have not been separated
from proteids, and the' presumption .is that they are of a proteid
nature.

NÎEITHERL LAWFUL NOR EXPEDIENT.

Even in a palace life may be well lived; even in medical journalism
there is room for reticence and decency. Tlese qualities disappeared
long ago from many of the text-books upon obstetrics and gynocology,
and in respect of the illustrations they arc worthy of a high place in
the category- of obscene literaiture. In science there is nothing com-
mon or unclean. Its pale light casts no shadow, and in the austerity
of its spirit one can sound the depths of human depravity without dan-
ger of defilement. But most writing upon subjects in which the moral
element enters, is done merely in a pseudo-scientific spirit of lascivious
curiosity, not far removed from pruriency and sensuality.

The change has come about in the past ten years, to be more precise
since 1894, the year in which Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebbing's notable work
upon contrary sexual instinct appeared. Whatever may be the merits
of that book, it produced a filthy brood like unto itself in all respects,
save in the scientific spirit which animated it. Those whose memories
go back to the publication of that book, will remember the polita
reserve with whic.h it was received, and one journal, at least, declined
even to mertion i,.till it:should>he en jutrena, atin ; in som
other terms suitable for such. Lbjec

Naturalia- ninquam turpida: is q1iite ti-ue 'that nature is never
unclean, but many writers in niedical'joqirnals are,,.and they dal with
unclean subjects in an unclean way. It is no spirit of priidery we.
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protest that the limitation between candour and pruriency should be
observed, that a certain reserve. should be exercised in dealing with
those perversions of the moral nature which make the human mind
hateful to itself. There are certain subjects which are not a legitiiuate
subject of conversation between decent and civilized men, wh<kch
might be frecly considered by a monkey and a dog, and we affirm that
a like degree of reticence should be observed in writing. If a man
have a gieat thing to say, let him say it, but let him hold his hand
from writing lightly upon subjects which are not discussed by gentle-
men when they meet together. These observations are directed against
four journals, which in the past month have printed thirteen editorial
articles and three " original communications " upon the - subjects
referred to.

The Ottawa Medico-Chirurgical Society, which is a union of the
Ottawa Medical and Clinical Socicties, has begun its corporate existence.
Readers of this JOURNAL need not be surprised to receive accounts of the
excellent work done in Ottawa.

Dr. Tunstall, of Vancouver, President-elect of the Canadian Medical
Association, is making a journey through the eastern cities to de.velop
the work of next year's meeting. He is receiving a cordial reception and
general assuiance of support in his efforts to make the meeting worthy
of the West.

There is promise of trouble in the Kingston General Hospital. Dr.
Haig, the superintendent, has resigned, and the committee propose
placing a head nurse in charge. There is something anomalous about
a staff of graduate physicians and surgeons serving under a lady-super-
intendent; indeed, the situation is not tolerable.

Another sign that the year is nearing its end is the appeara'nce of
visiting lists for 1904. Messrs. William Wood & Co. have issued their
faniliar book which. will be a companion to many a physician .on his
daily rounds. Messrs. P. Blackiston's Son & Co. have also sent their
list, which is now in the 53rd year of its publication.

-Following out.the. policy endorsed by the members, the Council of
the ?Medico-Chi'rurgical Society has the pleasant announcement to
nïake that- Dr.. Osler, will address the meeting at the end of December'
upon one of. t.hose subjeets which are amen~able to his broad handling:
The meeting will- her him gladly.Dr. Harvey 'Cushing will read a
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paper at a later date up>n his experience of operation upon the Gas-
serian ganglion.

At the last examination for the "triple qualification" in Edin-
burgh, five graduates of McGill presented themsclves, and al five were
successful. Their names are T. F. Bayfield, '01; Herbert C. Feather-
ston, '02; William Ness, '02; J. Howard Munroe, '03; H. E. Munroe,
'03. Dr. Howard. Munroe won " distinction," a term which signifies
honours. It is not common for all the candidates from one school to
attain the qualification.

The differegce whicph has exdsted for a long time between McGill
Uriversity and the Educationai Committee of the Province of Ontario,
is in a fair way of being adjusted. The contention turned, upon the
question as to the level of efficiency reached by McGill honour students
at the end of their academic course, and their qualification for posts
in the Ontario schools. Many of the students come from that pro-
vince and upon their return, find themselves debarred from employ-
ment. Whatever may have been the grounds .for their exclusion in
the past, whether it lay in an inferior qualification or as some have
thocught in a provincialism of spirit, to-day there is none, and another
meeting will probably see the matter adjusted. We in Quebec have
gone a long way in removing the differences between French and
English, and this coming together with. Ontario is another advance
towards educational harmony in Canada.

etetws and Mottces of gOats.

A DiCTIONARY OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. By ROBERT DUNGLISON, M.D.,
LL.D. Twenty-Third Edition; Revised by Thomas L. Stedman.
Lea Brothers & Co., Philadelphia and New York, 1903.

THE AMERICAN ILLUSTRATED MEDICAL DICTIONARY. By W. A.
NEwMAN DOiiAND, A.M., M.D. Third Edition, 800 pages, flexible
leather. Price, $4.50. W. B. Saunders & Co., 1903. Canadian
Agents, J. A. Carveth & Co., Toronto.

TnE -iEIcAN POCKET --MEbIA DICTIONÂR By W. A. NEwMÂN
DORLAND,:A.f., M.D.. Foirth'Edition, 556 pa e, flexibióleather
$1.00. :pW..eB. Sane's. & Co

A medical dictionary,,if- propei-ly ùsed, 'is of'thegrèatest'value to a
writer upon medical subjects. It serves :to.define his thought and' to
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keez his. words close to it, sa that his idea mav reveal itself in all its
richness or in its poverty. If #improperly used, a dictionary serves to
supply hard words to make obscure ideas more obscure, but that is not
the fault of the book. Dunglison's dictionary is now in its twenty-
third edition, and has held its own from a time far beyond the memory
of any man now living. -The present revision is by Dr. Thomas L*-
Stedman; he bas maintained the traditions of the book, and at the
same time has brought it into harmony with the actual condition of
the medical and allied sciences in thesa later days.

The American Illustrated Dictionary is in the third edition and fal-
fils every condition demanded by such a work of reference. The
definition is close and accurate, tl.e words are easily found and the
illustrations are helpful.

The American Pocket Medical Dictionary is also by Dr. Dorland,
and quite ample for any ordinary purpose. If it were not for the two
larger works before mentioned, one could not imagine a more complete
dictionary.

NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASEs. By ARCHIBAD OHURCH, M.D.,
Chicago, and Frederick Peterson, M.D., President of the State
Commission in Lunacy, New York. 4th Bd. W. B. Saunders &
Company, Philadelphia, '1903. Canadian Agents; J. A. Carveth.
& Co., Toronto.

This work, the fourth edition of which is now before the public, is
one that can be read from cover to cover with pleasure and profit.
While purporting to be only a -text-book written for medical students
and general practitioners, to all of whom we most cordially commend
it, a perusal of its pages will not corne amiss to those of wider knowl-
edge. One of the prominent features of the volume is its directness
and definiteness of statement, the clinical descriptions, while brief,
being strikingly graphic and life-like pen-pictures. The illustrations
are clear and the letter-press is excellent.

In Dr. Church'e portion of the work there are several additions to
previons' editions, the chief of which are; the most recent vÏews with
regard to the question of the healing of nerves; the introduction of
sections on Intermittent limping and on Herpes zoster, which is now
definitely known to depend upon a lesion of the posterior root gaiglia,
and hence may be considered essentially a nervous disorder; a deserip-
tion of that form of epilepsy marked by myoclonus and supplying the
so-ealled Association or Combination Disease; and an elaboration f
the value of asteréognosis and of Kernig's sign in their diagnostic
relations.,
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In a text-book, of course, one cannot expect a full discussion of dis-
orders which, when dealt with at length, require:monographs for each,
but in treating of "Disorders of the Brain Proper," Dr. Churelh·.lays
us under special obligations in having avoided superfluous details while
conveying a vivid impression of hie experience. We must also refer in
terns of grateful appreciation to the practical and scientific spirit
which is made manifest in his remarks on treatment.

To the specialist it will be a matter of rejoicing that Dr. Peterson
has seen fit to introduce such an excellent review of .the recent prob-
lems of psychiatry as voiced by Kraepelin, Ziehen, Warnicke, and
others of the German schools, nor could the ·task have been performed
by an abler pen than that -of Dr. Adolf Meyer, director of the Patho-
logicai Institute of the New York State hospitals. It is questionable,
however, to our mind, whether such a review is not out of place in
what purports to be a text-book for students, who are already over-
burdened with the multitude of subjects demanded by this latter-day
medical curriculun, and it is to be hoped that examiners will. nôt
deem it absolutely necessary to test them .too severely on a knowledge
of so abstruse a subject.

The sections dealing with the treatment of insanity are exceedingly
valuable and possess the merit of being thoroughly practicable. Much
stress is laid, and rightly so, on the need. of increasing and extending
the facilities for the early treatment of Those mentally afflicted, and
the author indicates the lines of progress in this direction as : (1) the
opening for the insane of special reception wards or pavilions in gen-
eral hospitals; (2) the establishment of psychopathic hospitals in large
cities; (3) the creation of outdoor departments in connection with
asylums situated in densely populous districts.

Perhaps the best chapters in the second half of the work are to be
found in Dr. Peterson's especial field, epilepsy, idiocy and imbecility.
These are full and extremely valuable, as are also his remarks on- the
stigmata of degeneration.

Taken as a whole, the work should -meet with a reception no less.
favourable than the preceding editions which have been so soon exhaust-
ed.. Bearing -on each page, as it does, the impress of practical knowl-
edge and experience, its teachings have all the merit of .lucidity' of
style and fulness in the treatment of the whole field of neurology. We
know of no work in the English language that we can more strongly
recommend both to the student and the general practitioner;

T. J. W. B.
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A TREATISE ON ORTrOaDIC SURGERY. :By RyAL WHITMAN, M.D.
Second edition, 847 Rages, 507 engravings; Lea Brothers & Co.

The second edition .of Whitman's Ortliopæodie Surgery which is now
published, is an enlarged and revised edition of the original work
whiei was published in 1901. Like the former edition it is most
meritorious; it is rich with valuable statistics prepared from the records.
of the cases treated at the New York Hospital for the rolief of the
ruptured and crippled, and yet with ail its merits it is a little disap-
pointing. OrthopSadic-surgeons have already so excellent a text-book
in the work of Bradford and Lovett, of Boston, that the writing of
another book on this branch of surgery may seem to have 'been ahmost
unnecessary, unlces the writer were prepared-to treat the wòrk of his
American confreres from a critical- standpoint, examining àmd,-prov-
ing it from an impartial point of view, and with those rare opportuni-
ties for experience which are, perlhaps, offered to the surgeons of the
Ruptured and Crippled Hospital alone.

Although the fiequent use of the ego in a literary production hias
its disadvantages,' the treatment of any subj.ect from a personal point
of view increases the, interest taken in such .dissertation, as, for,
instance, wi!h what interest would the practitioner of orthopdic sur-,
gery have read a eritioism by Whitman on the treatment of Pott's dis-'
ease, a.nd its most annoying ràsultant paraplegia, by hyper-extension
directed to the gradual reduction of the defornity. Whitman feit the
necessity of straightening or extending the spine so far back as 1892,
when ho wrote, " ouir fforts should be directed to straightening the'
entire spine above and below,. and thus to limit the. kphosis to the
actual extent. of the disease"; and again in 1893 he wrote, " the objéet
of treatment is the prevention- of deformity not only .because the
effect of treatment is estimated by the degree of ultimate deformity
rather than by the survival of the'patienlt, but because deformity itself,
after complete recovery from constitutional and local disease, by its
distortion and compression of vital organs, is a constant source of
wcakness and danger." Yet in this, the second edition of his work,
rblished, indeed, over ten years after these statements were made, the
author does not furnish his readers with any clear or definite estimate
of the advantages of the methods for the gradual reduction of defor-
mity, which methods have been in use for over five years, although on
several occasions he refers to the efficacy of such forms of treatment,
and although as late as 1901, lie wrote, "the. importance of checking
the- dostructi4o 'process has been emphasized ànd the ,routine of-treat-
ment is likely to be more or less modified in the future to meèt this
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requirement." With what interest also would the surgeon, taught by
these words to look forward to a modification of the older methods of
treatment, have studied statistics comparing, we shall say, cases of
Pott's disease of the lower dorsal vertebroe treated after the methods
of Goldthwait with those- treated by Sayer's method.

Again in the treatment of Gonorrhœal Arthritis, whilst Whitman
refers to the most advanced treatment of certain forms of these arthri-
tides, such as has been outlined by O'Conor, of Buenos Ayres, he
omlits even to mention that the treatment of the arthritis should be
primarily the treatment of the initial focus of infection. His disserta-
tion on Osteo-Arthritis of tlhe spine may also be accused of being too
brief for the importance with which these affections are considered by
surgeons interested in affections of the epine.

The chapter on Congenitai Dislocation at the Hip is well worth
reading. It is a longer, clearer and better illustrated study of this
deformity than was seen in the previous edition, and whilst it reminds
one of the able work ,already performed by this surgeon on the study,.
and reduction of such deformities, it also demonstrated the increased
interest taken in this condition since the visit of Lorenz to this con-
tinent. On Coxa Vara the work is again most interesting. The abi-
lity to interest one in this subject might, of course, be expected froin
Whitnian who, perhaps, of all American surgeons has devoted the most
time to the consideration of this condition. Ten lines are devoted to
the discussion of the octiology of anterior poliomyelitis; that disease
which causes so many deformities due to paralyses.

The four last chapters are devoted to the study of the foot and its
deformities. Again, these studies are beyond reproach as could only
be expected of a review by him who bas devoted such great labour to
the stuly and treatment of the deformities of this member; but this
statement only bears out -our original regret that the writer has not
treated orlhoipodic-surgery as he has found it,-from a personal point
of view.

A. M.'F.

MoDERIN SURGERY: GENERAL AND OPERATIVE. By J. CHALMERs
DACOSTA, M.D. 4th Edition, W. B. Saunders & Co., Philadelphia,
1903. Canadian Agents, J. A. Carveth '& Co., Toronto.

The fact that this work has reached its fourth edition is sufficient
reconimendation -as to. its utiliy. It has ,now become:a large work on
surgery, running'to- over 1,009 pages. Althoughused. chiefly.,'as,.atext-
book, it is not reconmended to students and genraL practitioners
eqpecially, but has the simple fitle given above. The poor student
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now has few hand-books. The science of medicine has so extended,
and so much is deemed necessary he should know, that the books in
surgery especially, cannot be held in the hand on account of their
weight and size and need the support of a strong table. Dr. DaCosta
has succeeded in keeping his surgery well up to date, and diseases of
·the pancreas and spleen occupy well deserved space. Many operations
of many men are described, but none very fully except the newer ones,
and unless the operator has had considerable experience he would be
unable to satisfactorily perform from the description given some of
the operations, e.g. Kraske's excision of the rectum, closure of cleft
palate, nephrorrhaphy, etc. Operations on the intestines and
stomach are very fully described; no one is specially recommended,
and no results or after treatment are given. The text bristles
with names of authorities and others, and students will be pleased to
know how many celebrated men there are who have stamped them-
selves by name on the tablets of surgical science. We are always glad
to know who recommends certain instruments in certain operations,
and also how they modify certain operations. We are surprised to see
that amongst this array -of names, Mr. Butlin, who has written much
and is especially known by his work on " The Tongue" and "The
Operative Treatment of Malignant Diseases," is entirely ignored.
American surgeons naturally receive nuich attention.

The sections on the nerves and brain are very full, up to date, and
well illustrated. It is easy to find fault, and no one man now can be
expected to write a book on surgery which will not be open to
criticism. On the whole, however, thc work has much to recommend
it, is well written and will be valuable as a text-book for studénts, but
it might be much more impressive if the author were not so fond of
quotiing authorities and gave his own opinion more often as to the
value of many of the operations and procedures described.

A *TExT-Boox or OPERATIVE SURGERT. Covering the Surgical
Anatomy and Operative Technic involved in the Operations of
General Surgery, Written foir Studenis and Practitioners, by
WARREN STONE BICKHAM. Phar. M., M.D. W. B. Saunders &
Co., Philadelphia, New York and London, 1903, pp. 984. Canadian
Agents, J. A. Carveth & Co., Toronto.

Although this book is said to be written for practitioners, it cannot
be said to fill a long felt want. It is rather a disappointment, because.
too Inuh ba béen attenipted. ;It-is neither a good work on Surgica~4
Anatomy, nor iî. it -a very useful treatise on Operative Sui-gery. Surý
face anatony is also dealt with, but in such a way as to interest the
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reader but little, being a bare recital of facts 'given' in the baldest man-
ner; no life is put into the' dry bones. • In' the' surgical anatomy there
is too much cataloguing, too many sections vith words in large capitals,
and long lists of names which confuse and give little information to
the reader. In describing operations, suclh as removal of breast,
excision of jaw, etc., it is like reading the answer to a dissection~ques-
tion. In all the operations on the jaws, mouth, etc., no mention is
made of operating with head in the dependent position; even in excision
of the upper jaw preliminary tracheotomy is advised. The best part
of the book is that on the- surgery of the intestines and the illustra-
tions of the various intestinal operations are -excellent -and -easily,
understood.

All the modern operations are described and many 'that have been
suggested. Many operations are described fairly well, and reference
to such description will tend. to refresh the memory. Some operations,
seldom performed are described at great length, and others quite com-
mon are given but little space; eight pages are devoted to anterior and
posterior mediastinal thoracotomy, and only two to thyroidectomy and
two to excision of the knee joint, including illustrations. Ligature of
arteries is described in one hundred and fifteen pages, and the treat-
ment of aneurysm takes up 4ý, pages, of which 3½ are devoted' to 'a
description of Mata's method, with illustrations. Nerve surgery is well
illustrated and so is the surgery of the tendons.

The book is not made attractive by the style; it is difficult to read
and with its 1,000 pages is bulky and heavy. The description of sur-
gical operations is not full enough for the surgeon and for the
practitioner the work is too academic. The student will find this work
useful for examination purposes.

THE PRAcTICAL MEDICINE SELIES. Vol. IX. Physiology, Bacterio-
logy, Pathology, Anatomy, Dictionary. Edited by W. A. EVANs,
M.D., ADoLPH GEHEiAN, M.D., and WILLIAIN IEALY, M.D.
Chicago Year Book, Published August, 1903. Price of this
volume, $1.50 (of the series, $7.50).

If the other ten volumes of this series are as sound and interesting as
tha.t under review, then most certainly this new year-book is to be highly
commended. The idea is novel and appears to us eminently practical,
namely, to supply for the use of the general practitioner who wishes to
keep abreast of medical progress, an account of the best recent work
likelJ to appeal to him in the: digereht bea chesôof -mediine, and.this in
a form not so epitomized as to.be -ifidigestible noron'the other hand, so
full and exhaustive as to be beyond the limits of his' leisure moments to
master; not in one or two bulky volumes so large that they can only
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repose comfortably upon the book shelf, but small enough to be slipped
into the coat pocket as each of the ten monthly instalments makes its
appearance, and then used to beguile odd moments on the rounds, the
print being of such a size that reading is easy.

In this volume an account of the year's physiology, for instance, is
far from being as full as would satisfy the physiologist, whilst the notes
upon hygiene would be found painfully meagre by the Board of Health
official, yet it seems to us that the authors have in both cases managed
to record those advances which are of special interest from the point of
view of the'practitioner. Nor, taking all things into consideration, is it
to be regarded as other than a wise.policy that American researches are
given special prominence; these are better calculated to- interest the
American practitioner w-ho, further, if interested in them, can with less
difficulty consult the originals. We use the term Ameiiean in the.larger
sense observing with pleasure that more than-one Montreal investigation
receives. adequate notice. The work is issued from Chicago but, even
granting that such work obtains more spécial notice, we are particularly
struck by the number of sound contributions to pathology, bacteriology
and bygiene which have, emanated from the laboratories there during the
last eighteen months.

TuE PRACTIcAL MEDICINE SERIEs OF YEAR BooKs. Vol. X., Ski a.nd
Venereal Diseases. Nervous and Mental Diseases. Edited by W.
L. BÂUM, M.D., and HuGn T. PATRICK, M.D., September, 1903,
Year ·Book Publishers, Clucago.

This is the concluding volume of the series for the present year.. It
contains a fair' representation of the work done during the latter half
of the jast and the fsi half of the present year in these departinents.
The space devoted to each of the articles reviewed is necessarily very
much condensed, but the editors have endeavoured to cull the impor-
tant parts. There are a few illustrations.

A TEXT-BooK 0F CLINICAL ANATOMY. For Students and Practitioners.
By DANIEL N. EIsENDRATH, A.B., Mi.D., Clinical Professor -of

Anatomy in the Medical Depcrtment of the University of Illinois;
attending surgeon, to the- Cook County Hospital, Chicago, etc.
Handsome octavo of 515 pages, beautifully illustrated with 153
illustrations, a number in colors. Philadelphia, New York, Lon-
don: W. B. Saunders & Company, 1903. Cloth, $5.00 net; sheep
or half morocco, $6.00 net.

The phrase eautifully illustrated ' pon' the title page of this

book invites ,attention; to this important part of any work, on anat-

omy.. The illustrations are nearly .all ,photographs, more òr -less
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retouched, and many of them covered by the lines of diagrams. This
union of the photograph with the diagrams, produces a hybrid that
has the merits of neither and the faults of both methods of illustra-
tion; the (photograph confuses the clearness and simplicity that makes
a diagram valuable, and the superimprosed lines take away from the
reality and accuracy that is supposed to .characteiize an actual photo-
graph. It has the additional disadvantage of requiring for clear repro-"
duction a highly finished glossy paper very trying to the eyes.

THE AFTER TREATMENT or OPERATIONS. • By P. LociinRt -

MUMMERY, F.R.C.S., Eng. London, Ballière, Tindall & Cox,
1903; pp. 221, 29 illustrations; price, 5s.

The appearauce of this volume is an indication of -the need for' a
more detailed account of the treatment required after operations than
can be admitted in a work of general surgery. The book is full of
good material, to which the surgeon himself may go as well as thos
who have the more immediate care of the case. There is many a warn-
ing in the record of unexpected conditions that may arise.

ANNUÂL REPORT oF THE SUPERVISING SURÔEON GENERAL OF THE
MARINE HoSPITAL SERVIcE or THE UNITED STATES, for the year
1900 and 1901.

TRANSACTIoNS OF THE CONGRESS or AMERIOAN PHYSICIANS AND
SURGEONS, Vol. VI., 1903.

The lontreal Medical Journal.

A recent editorilal in this journal on cliniSl teachiug, discussed
the desirability and practicability of the plan, so strongly advocafea
by Professor Barker, of iputting the clinical chairs of medicine on a
basis comparable with that -on which the theoretical chairs, such as
those of physiology, pathology, etc., now stand in most of the leading
medical faculties. Professor Barker " urges the need of a hospital
primarily devoted to teaching, whose 'departmental chiefs engage in
no work outside such institution, whose emoluments therefroin,
adequately secure them a confortable existence obviating the necessity
of any kind of private practice."

The writer of your 'editorial, while granting the desirability of such
an arrangement,. were it' possible' to, secure the, necessary. endowments
and "the co-operatioi of dehaitràetkl éhies*hse genius, wide.
knowledge, zeal and.personalitywould carry 1on efiiently therequired
labour,' doubts'that it wouldie possible iii Montreal to 'do so.' ,Iù his
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cpinion t-here woulid be necessary for the development of sucli a scheme
at least 'one million dollars as endowrment for six clinical chairs, a
hospital costing one or two million dollars with an endowment of two
million dollars.

It has seemed to one who has read this editorial with interest, that.
the difficulties of carrying out such a plan as "Prof essor Barker
advocates, are considerably exaggerated by your editorial writer., At.
the start lie considers that less thán six endowed linical chairs would
be inadequate and calls for one million dollars endowment for the
same. Such an endowment should bring in an -income of about fifty
thousand dollars per annum, therefore,.eighty-flve hundred wçould be
the figure of each yearly stipend. I do not consider that suchi a sum
is a greater compensation than fit occupants of such positions should
receive, but remember that the incumbents of theoretical chairs in the
medical faculties of this continent are receiving, in the vast m'ajority
of instances, stipends which do not represent one-half of eighty-five
hundred dollars, and I believe that the majority of the professors: of
anatomy, physiology and other -theoretical subjects, possess the "wide
know.ledge, zeal and personality" necessáry «to carry on efficiently
the required labour." But few of them lay claim to the possession of
genius, thouglh the greater number possess something which is but
little less valuable to the teacher, that. is, an interest in and love 'for
their work which has led themi to follow careers which shut to themn*
the avenues wherein large pecuniary rewards are found.

Is the material which goes to make our' foremost clinical men so
different from that -of wihi.ch physiologists and pathologists are made
that they would always choose the careers which promise the greater
material rewards? Is it not rather true that 'the man with the clinical
bent has in the past had no choice? :In -order to follow his chosen
calling, has he not been-forced to follow it along the lines which lead
perforce, in the struggle for existence, to "the devotion of a' too large
portion of his time and energies to the work which provides the neces-
sary means of subsistence? Who that has seen the devotion of our
surgeons and physicians, to study, to teaching, to hospital work, to
private patients who cannot or will not pay for services rendered, can
doubt that many of them would have made and still would make their
choice of such careers as endowed clinical chairs would open to them,
even thougi -these chairs would give,them incomes of not more than
five ihousand per 'annum?

I'w:ould question, too, the statemnt inyour editorial' that less than
six such* chairs< would prove inadequate. In. our medical curriculum-
four-fifths of theclinical 'teaching is devoted to giving our students an
oßportunity to leari the 'essentials of "the practice of medicine, . of
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surgery, and of gynecology and obstetrices. Ophthalmology, laryngo-
logy, psychiatry and other clinical brinches, important thougli they be,
play a comparatively small role in the undergraduate curriculum, and
therefore endowed chairs in these branches do not seem to me to be so
imperative.

A hospital, large enough to carry on the work as is proposed in the
îplan we are considering, would certainly cost between one and two
million dollars and would require an endowment of very considerable
size, but not so large a one as may at first glance appear. Such an
institution would have a source of income not generally possessed by
our hospitals, in the fees from private patients, for private patients
would still pay their fees, not to the surgeons or physicians but to the
hospital. Montreal is already, in the opinion of most well informed
individuals, sufficiently well supplied with general hospitals. The
building of another large general hospital in the near future could
hardly he of advantage to the community, nor would it be necessary
for the development of such an institution as we have been considering.

The institutions exist, and one at least is sufficiently endowed. If
the university authorities and the governors of the hospitals should
become persuaded of the desirability of adopting sone such plan of
development, I believe that the financial obstacles claimed to be so
momentous in the editorial which has occasioned this letter, would be
found to be always disappearing ones. The difficulties would be found
to arise almost entirely from considerations' of an individual nature.
No institution would feel inclined to turn off suddenly, attending
physicians and surgeons who had for years given to it their very best
efforts, nor could it expect a physician or surgeon, already enjoying a
large incone from the practice of his profession, to joyfully relinquish
this for a stipend one-quarter or one-half as large. Such a change of
policy, if it is to come, must come slowly and gradually. I believe,
however, that a beginning could be made in the near future. Such
an institution, in deference to local conditions, would necessarily be
evolved slowly and could not be created in a day or a year.

That men, eminently fitted to fill successfully the chairs proposed,
and willing, nay desirous, of entering into such careers, could be found
without difficulty, is my belief. The chief embarrassment in this phase
of the question would, I think, come from difficulty in choosing among
the eligible candidates. .I am not blind to the fact that .the successful
development of so-radiéal'a chahge in the policy of a teaching institu-
tion would ieet with .many ediffiéiilties not easily-forseen, and which
tion woùld meet with many difficulties not easily foreseen, which when
met could be overcome only by exercise of thé greatest care and wisdom.

KLImo's..
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MONTREAL GENERAL HOSPITAL.

The report of the Montreal General Hospital for the month of
Ootober is as follows: Admissions to the wards, 250; dischariged, 229;
deaths, 12. The average daily sick wasl 190, including a number
of emergency cases. There were 2,532 consultations in the outdoor
department. The largest number for any one day was 200. The num-
ber of ambulance calls for the month was 124. The average visitors
to patients was 180. The typhoid fever cases have decreased to 24.

The regular quarterly meeting of the Board of Governors of the
Montreal General Hospital was held on the 17th November. The
revenue for the quarter ending Sejrember 30th, amounted to $16,204,
and the expenditure to $27,556. The revenue for the nine months
ending September 30th, including unappropriated legacies, amounted
to $90,839, and the, expenditure for the nine months to $77,724, an
increase in expenditure over the same period of 1902 of $3,758.

The medical superintendent's report.showed that during the quarter
973 patients were treated to a conclusion, as against 743 in the cor-
responding quarter of 1902. There were 55 deaths, of which 24
occurred within three days of admission, making the mortality rate for
ordinary hospital cases 3.1 per cent. The aggregate number of
hospital days was 17.428. The average detention per patient was
21.9 days, as against 17,771 hospital days, and an average detention
of 23.8 .days for the corresponding quarter of 1902. The ambulance
responded to 379 -calls, as comparcd with 320 in the correspondini
quarter of 1902.

NOTRE DAME HOSPITAL.

The new Notre Dame Hospital, on Sherbrooke street, between
Champlain and Maisonneuve streets, in front of Lafontaine Park, is
to be an imposing structure, four storeys high, built in the shape of a
cross, with the main entrance on Sherbrooke street.

On the ground floor will be placed the dynamos, steam apparatus,
coal bins, with engineers, electricians' rooms, also those -of the ser-
vants. Here will be situated. the kitachen, bakery and other work-
shops, hall of instruction, laundry, etc.

The first floor will be occupied by the sterilization, anSsthetic,
opthalmnol6gical and gynocôlogical' halls; besides au amphitheatre and

-a roor for patients aftei operations. In.aidditionthere Will.be baths;
private:rooms and a pharmuacy.

The second and tlird flats are simila'r to the first, 'ach,-containing
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operating rooms for men, women and children, and quarters for the
sisters and nurses. The chapel is to be situae on the third floor near
the private rooms. On Sherbrooke street is to constructed a hand-
some terrace and a roof garden for the use of convalescents.

The contagious diseases section will be built first, on the Maison-
neuve side of the street. It will be connected with the other portion
by a tunnel. The sisters' and attendants' pavilions will be attached
to the contagious section hy large covered corridors.

ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL.

The following is the monthly report ending October 31st, 1903:-
Patients in hospital at last report, 215; admitted during month, 252;
discharged, 266; died, S; patients in hospital at this date, 193; medi-
cal, 76; surgical. 111; ophthalmological, 28; gynoecological, 22; laryn-
gological, 15; out-door department, 2,082; ambulance calls, 64; daily
average, 207.

WESTERN HOSPITAL.

Report for October:--Patients admitted, 50; discharged, 55; died, 0.
Out-door Department :-Total number of consultations, 678; medical,
210; surgical, 87; gynoecological, 145; eye and ear, 47; nose and throat,
107; skin, 25; genito-urinary, 57.

The National Sanitarium Association bas enlarged its work in
Muskoka by the establishment of the Muskoka Cottage Sanitarium
for paying patients. The sanitarium has accommodation for 75
patients, and the Free Hospital for Consumptives, established within
a couple of miles of the sanitaa'ium, has also accommodation for 75
patients. To still further extend the work of the association, another
free hospital, providing accommodation for 50 patients, is now nearing
completion about five miles from Toronto. In connection with this
hospital there are some forty acres of land, and when completed this
will, represent an expenditure of over $25,000. Within the year the
intention is to spend another $25,000-$50,000 altogether-on the
Toronto institution.

The Directors of the Guelpli General Hospital report for the year
ending Sept. 30th, 1903, that the number of patients in the hospital
October lst, 1902, was 57; admitted during the year, 671; births '42,;
total number of patients for the year, 770; numbe of patients' dis-
charged during the year, 675; deaths 29; remaining in hospital, 66; total
number of' days of all patients in the hospital, 23.943; those paying
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over $3 per week, 48.39; number of days of all patients, free and under
$3 per week, 19.104; number of males, 373; females, 397; total cash
receipts from all sources, $17,221.47; total expenditure, $18,064, lear-
ing an overdraft on the bank of $842.93.

At a meeting of the Faculty of Medicine of McGill University,. Dr.
Kiotz, of Obtawa, was recommended to the governors for appointment
as Governors' Fellow in Pathology at McGill. Dr. Klotz is a graduate
of Toronto University, and for some time past has been conducting
researches in bacteriology at the Ottawa Isolation Hospital. The
appointment will officially be made at the next meeting of the board of
governors.

The new hospital in Moncton was opened on the 11th November,
with due formality. The total cost of the building was in the vicinity-
of $25,000, and of this sum $2,500 remains to be paid. There is
about $1,100 in uncollected subscriptions and the county council have
promised a grant of $1,000. The hospital is one of the finest in the
Maritime provinces, and contains ail the essentials of a first class
institution.

The returns received at the Ontario Health Office, show a largely
decreased number of deaths from consumption for last year compared
with some years past. The deaths from consumption last year, 2,694,
show a decrease of 549, compared with 1901, aud 890, compared» with
1900,ý when the deaths totalled 3,484. The figures for the past six
years are as follows:. 1897, 3,154; 1898, 3,291; 1899, 3,405; 1900,
3,4S4;ý 1901, 2,243; 1902, 2,694; total, 19,371.

The annual report of the Ross Memorial Hospital, Lindsay, shows
that there were admitted during the ten months, 148 patients, of
whom 130 were discharged, and five were removed by death, leaving 13
in the hospital on September 30th. The collective days' stay of aduit
patients was 3,451, showing the average days' stay of patients to be 23
days per patient. Taking the number of days' stay of patients, 3,451,
and the total cost for maintenance, $5,044.60, the average cost per
day was $1.46.

Dr. John 0. Mitchell, of the Toronto Asylum staff, lias been
pppointedi.by.*the -.Ontario: Government medicaL, superintendent of the
neW. ï yei ý pc o ital»nò der i :rection. at
Wdàdsto~ek: Dr. '.Mitéhellh coniiectd »ith tlie Toronto
Asyfum' for, over two rears,- an'd is a Pasi' Presidënt "of thél:Oritario
Medical Aisociation.
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At the annual meeting of the GaIt Board of Health, held- 18th Nov-
ember, the Local Health Officer reported the town to be in a healthy
condition. During the year there were six cases of scarlet fever and
three cases of diphtheria, with no deaths. · Ont of the 28 cases of
typhoid there were only two deaths. There were 86 cases of small-
pox with six deaths. The death rate per thousand was 14.5.

B. Muir, of the Pharmaceutical Assocation, has laid charges in the
Police Court against a number of Qüebec physicians who are accused of
giving prescriptions to be filled by unlicensed druggists or unregistered
drug clerks, and also against several druggists for selling poisons to
the public contrary to the provisions of the Pharmacy Act, and for
permitting unqualified clerks to 1111 prescriptions.

The organization meeting of the new Board of Governors- of the
Brockville General Hospital was held on the 10th November, with a
large attendance. The following officers were elected: President,
Judge Reynolds; Vice-President, L. Patton; Treasurer, D. B. Jones;
Secretary, J. A. Hutcheson; Committee of Management, Judge
McDonald, F. E. Fairbairn, A. D. McDougall, D. B. Jones.

Smiths Falls is to have a hospital. The Archbishop of Kingston
has purchased suitable pròperty, and a new building will be erected
next year. The Sisters of Providence will be placed in charge, but the
hospital will be open to all crceds and nationalities.

The total number of patients treated in the Winnipeg General
Hospital during the week ending October 31, was 239, of whom 140
were men, 72 women and 27 children. Seventy-one out patients were
also treated.

The next examination for sanitary inspectors, held by the Cana-
dian branch of the Sanitary Institute, of London, takes place on
December 1.

The new annex to the Brandon General Hospital was completely
wrecked by a storm of Id Thedùnge was' ver grat,buté for:.
tunatèly no lives were lost. -

Dr. D. A. Shirres has been appointd neurologist at the, MontreIl
General Hospital.
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Dr. R. Logan, formerly zof London, died in Detroit after a surgical
operation; he was 70 years old.

Dr. James A. E. Steeves, of St. John, N.B., died in Arizona, where
he had gone for his health. Dr. Steeves had been married only a few
weeks.

.SURGERY.
UNDER THE CHARGI OF GEORGE E. ARmiSTRONG.

Haflux Valgus.
JoHN G. SHELDON, M.D., " Hallux Valgus." .3edical Record, Oct. 31,

1903.

The remarks'are based upon some thirty cases. The operation de-

pends upon the degree of deformity. In mild cases splitting and
'division of -the extensor proprius hallucis and extensor brevis digito-
rum tendons, as for lengthening, without suturing ôf the tendons so
divided is recommended. Excision of the head of the first metatarsal
gave good results, but the procedure advocated in all well marked cases
is excision of the inner half or two-thirds of the head of the first
metatarsal, with division of tendons, as for mild cases. The toe is
held in position by a plantar splint and adhesive plaster. The ad-
vantages claimed are: « A movable joint is assured; there is no short-
ening ·of the great toe; the deformity is completely corrected; if the
bone is affected the abnormal part is removed; the space resulting from
the removal of the bone heals by the blood-clot process; the extensor
tendons are so lengthened that they do not tend to reproduce the de-
formity."
Traumatic Separation of the Lower Epiphysis of the Humerus.
GILBERT GEoFFEY COTTAM, M.D., « Traumatic Separation of the

Lower Epiphysis of the Humerus and their Treatinent by the
Extended Position, with Report of Two Cases?' Medical Record,
November 14, 1903.

This brings up for discussion a very live question as -to what is tthe
best position for the arm in the injury. A short review, giving the
opinion of nine authorities.is added; seven are advocates of the flexed

position, though they do not agree regarding the angle, the majority pre-
ferring it to be a right angle, while two favor the obtuse. In the two
cases reported the extended position gave a perfect result, and any
form of treatment that can give a perfect -result in this injury is -well
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worth serious consideration. It would appear, however, that no set
rule can be laid down for the treatment of this condition, but that
better results are to be obtained by treating every case on its own
merits, and that position selected which accomplishes perfect reduc-
tion and fixation of the fragments.
Acute Intestinal Obstruction and Necrosis of.the Bowel caused

by a Gall Stone.

F. L. ST1USS, M.D., "Acute Intestinal Obstruction and Necrosis of
the Bowel caused by a Gall Stone." New York and Philadelphia
Medical Record, November 14, 1903.

The report of the case is of,interest on account of the absence of
any previous history pointing to gall-stones. The post-mortem showed
several stoues in the gall-bladder, one obstructing (?) the common
duct, one in the hcad of the pancreas, and the one in the jejunum
causing. the obstruction.

Surgical Treatment of Intestinal Perforation in Typhoid Fever.

DONLo A3[oun, M.B., M.R.C.P., Lond.. F.R.O.S., Eng., 'The Surgi-
cal Treatment -of Intestinal Perforation iii Typhoid Fever." The
Lancel, October 3, 1903.

fluasmiLucli as perforation is the nost fatal of all complications in
typhoid fever the subject is one of very great interest, and the writer
bas put before us in a concise paper the careful analysis of the nost
important communications on this subject which have been written
during the past five or six years.

Ie puts the percentage of perforation at from 1-5. As regards
se.x it is three times more frequent in men than in women; it is very
rare in children, and reaches its highest between 20-30 (39.8 per cent.).
The great mnajority of cases perforate during the third week, and. the
seat of perforation may be said io be in the ileum in about 81.4 per
cent. In speaking of the symptoms of perforation, in most cases it
was found that the actual perforation iras antedated by symptoms
wbich should serve tn warn the attending physician and suggest the
probability of a pre-perforative stage. "The symptoms most often
complained of by the patients are vario us degrees of abdominal pain
and tenderness, either local or general." Another point emphasized is
that abdominal pain, especially if localized, is not a frequent complaint
in typhoid fever, and hence its importance when present. "Hmorrhage
should also put us on our guard." As for the symptoms of perforation
itself the most constant are "sudden abdominal pain, increasing in inten-
sity and recurring in paroxysms, localize (d nusclar spasm and tender-
ness accompanying the pain and becoming general, distension, a rapid,
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feeble pulse, with signs of collapse, and the appearance of leucocytosis."
The blood must be examined frequently for leucocytosis.to be of much
value. .Attention is drawn to perforation of the appendix which oc-
curred in 3 per cent. of Fitz's cases. Statistics show a most encour-
aging gain in the number of recoveries, Keen's 150 cases giving 22.7
per cent. It would appear that between 15-25 years is the most un-
fivourable time at which to operate, and males give a inuch higher
mortality rate than females. The writer prefers invagination by su-
turing without paring the edges and includes all the thinned area in
his sutures. "Early operation and rapidity of operation, without, how-
ever, sacrificing thoroughness, are the two main essentials for success."

Timely Operation in Primary Appendicitis.
WILLA 1H. WALTH , A.M., M.D., LL.D. " Timely Operation in

Primary Appendicitis.' Medical 'iYews, October 24, 1903.
By timely operation is meant before the disease has extended beyond

the appendix, or complications have arisen, and the writer strongly
believes it should be perforned in every primary case. This plan
gives best results, and it is also, clained that operation at this timîe
is as safe as in the interval. It is considered unwise to wait for the
attack to subside, as one can never foretell the course the disease may
run, and "it can no longer be claimed that amelioration of symptoms.
in acute appendicitis usually contra-indicates surgical interference, for
dangerous pathologie conditions may progress rapidly under apparently
favourable.conditions." yi cases which have gone beyond the timelv
stage the writer believes we would obtain better results in many cases
if we waited for the abscess to be walled off. This position seems
untenable after the radical measure advocated. above, and the reasons
given appear inacequate and incousistent. With reference to the
connection between appendicitis in the female and pelvic abscess, it
has been the writers experience that when the appendix was involved
secondarily to the pyosalpinx there was usually no necrosis, gangrene
.perforations or pus formation. *A pyosalpinx or tube-ovarian abscess
niay be caused by a suppurative appendicitis, though this is not fre-
quent.

MIEDICINE.
UNDER THE CHARGE OF JAMES STEWART, F. G. FINLEY H. A. LAFLEUR AND

W. F. HAMILTON.

EDWARD W. ADrs, M.D. The Results of Organotherapy in Addi-
son's Diséase." . -Pract., O.ctober,;1903.

This study is based ôn.a-record of .97 cases collected froiû the litera-
ture, and in addition-6 unpublished cases.
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The cases are classifed in four groups.
Class I. Cases in which ala.rming or fatal results were presuniably

or possibly due to the treatment.
Glass II. Cases uninfluenced by, or deriving but d'oubtful benefit

from the organotherapy.
Class III. Oases in which marked improvement coincided with the

treatment.
Class IV. Cases in which permanent benefit (? cures), accrued

apparently as a result of treatment, no. case being included which had
not been under observation for at least a year.

Class I (seven cases). The experience with suprarenal grafts is
tunfavourable, and in three cases this treatment was probably respon-
sible for a fatal issue. Sudden deaths occurred during the administra-
tion of the remedy in 'ôther cases, but this mode of termination is
freqnent in the disease under any circumstances, and is not always to
be attributed to the suprarenal retract. Severe cardiac symptoms
may, however, supervene and demand the cessation of the remedy.

Class II. (43 cases). This class fo-rms a large and discouraging
group. Omitting cases where it was employed for a very brief period
or with the patient practically moribund, it probably represents the
usual experience of organotherapy. The number of cases ought
doubtless to be greatly increased by a large number of cases regarded
as being unworthy of publication.

Class III. (31 cases), and class IV., 16 cases, formn the encouraging
portions 'of the treatment. The writer points out the necessity of
caution in drawing conclusions from these results. Isolated instances
of recovery are recorded before the introduction of organotherapy.
Again remarkable remissions of the disease are not infrequent, and
rest in bed is sonetimes accompanied by marked benefit.

Of the forty-sevei cases in classes III. and IV., 29 showed marked
improvement, and 14 permanent benefit. Improvement was shown in
waning of pigmentation, and sometimes in its almost complete dis-
appearance. Asthenia and circulatory feebleness were also relieved.

In spite of the long list ·of failures, it nLst be admitted that organo-
therapy has been of real service in Addison's disese. It -is impos-
sible to fully classify cases in which beùefit has resulted, but the
result of post-mortem examination suggest that improvement is more
likely to occur where the tubercular process is a chronic sclerosing 'one,
and where the other organs .are fairly healthy..

The Practilioner d-'votes -its JIly nùibér to a disciisèioïnloxigout.t.
Dr. FItcher, of Baltimore, 'contribiites an interestingeatiele, on the

"Occurrence of Gout in thre United States." The àiseas is much



more prevalent here than is generaily admitted, and a failuresto recog-
nize the malady is responsible for its reputed rarity. Comparing the
frequency of admissions for gout at the Johns Hopkins, and at St.
Barthol.omew's Hospital for a periud of 14 years, it is found that in.
London, cases are a little less than one-third more frequent. . In Bal-
timore there were 41 cases of gout in -15,697 medical cases, or .26%
whilst at St. Bartholomew's there were 124 cases out of 33,356, and
medical admissions, or .37%.

Al the Baltimore cases were in, males, and only one negro.. This
race enjoy a relative immunity against the disease. The majority of
the cases appear to have earned rather than inherited their disease,
and alcohol and lead seemed to be the most pot'ént Stiological fac-
tors.

Most cases had. reached the chronie stage before coming under
observation, and a majority of the cases presented, evidence of renal
disease. The difficulty of distinguishing the disease from rheuma-
tism was illustrated by fo.ur cases, in which it was only on later admis-
sions to hospital and after the development of tophi, that the true
nature of the malady was recognized.

Dr. Futcher's remarks about the relative frequency of gout might
doubtless be applied to Canada. Admissions for gout are by no means
rare in Montreal.

Dr. Toogood in an article on " Gout Amongst the Poor," lays stress
on the abuse of alcohol, especially beer. Laundresses form the bulk of
female sufferers, due doubtless to the custom of quenching a consum-
ing thirst with frequent haif-pints.

The Pathology of Gout is dealt with by West, Haig and Hall.
Dr. West discusses the relaition of gout to granular kidney. He con-

cludes that although both lead and gout may produce chronie changes
in the kidney, neither causes granular kidney. The presence of gra-
nular kidney greatly increases the liability f the patient to gout on
the one hand, and lead-poisoning on the other, and in each affection
greatly increases the gravity and risk.

During an attack of acute gout, the urine may temporarily contain
albumen, usually onily in traces. Exceptionally it may occur in large
quantities, disappearing completely aftei a few days. It is often
assumed that repeated irritation of the kidney in gout eventually
results in granular kidney. That the association between thé two dis-
eases- is a clôse one, is universally conceded, but judging from the
vlinical'histories of cases of gout and of granular'kidney it is not so
cléar :that gout is the.primary disease.

MEDICINE. . 913
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Gout is a disease of the later half of life, laets many years, and is
rarely fatal of itself. Granular kidney is a disease of earlier life, and
terminates at a much earlier average age, and the general elinical his-
tory of gout is not that of granular kidney.

Both lead poisoning and gout probably arise more readily in the
presence of granular kidney, elimination of lead or of urie acid being
interfered with.

Dr. Haig's doctrine of gout is extremely simple and, dogmatic. He
regards both gout and rheumatism- as due to uric acid, .introduced as
a poison in food. Flesh and tea are the chief ofEending articles, and
gout is simply a symptom of poisoning by these articles.

Dr. J. Walker Ilall's article on Metabolism in Gout 'will repay care-
ful perusal, and does not readily lend itself to intelligent presentation
in a short abstract.

The treatment of the disease· is very fully Considéred by. Sir Dyce
Duckworth, A. P. Luff and Gilbert A. Bannatyne. F. G. F.

OTTAWA MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
The first annual dinner of the Ottawa Medico-Chirurgical Society was

held on Thursday, November 19th, at the Russell House. Dr. H. B.
Small, the President, occupied the chair, with Drs. Dewar and Webster
in the vice-chairs.

Dr. S. J. Tunstall, of Vancouver, President-elect of the Canadian
Medical Association; Dr. H. S. Birkett, of Montreal, President of the
Montreal Medico-Chirurgical Society, and Mr. Geo. F. Henders6å, of
Ottawa, were the guests of the Society.

There were also present: Sir James Grant, SherifE Sweetland, Drs.
Argue, Bradley, Brown, Chabot,. Cooke, Courtenay, Craig, Dewar, Foster,
Foxton, Gibson; J. A. Grant, jr., Kirby, M. O. Klotz, J. E. Klotz, Lam-
bert, Law, McDougall, McElroy, Mayburry, Minnes, O'Brien, Parent,
R. W. Powell, Preston (Carleton Place), F. W. Powell, Rogers, Robin-
son, Boyce, Seager, A. T. Shillington, Smith, Spence, Valade, Webster,
Whitton, Campbell, Ells, Fortin, Higgins, Aubry (Hull), and Archam-
bault (Hull).

Letters of regret were read from Sir F. W. Borden, and Drs. T. G.
Roddick, G. E. Armstrong and H. A. Lafleur, of Montreal. All ex-
pressed .best wishes:for:the future welfare of thé sôciety. The toast list
opened with the usual toasts to the King and Governor-General. ; The
toast to the' Parliament of Canada *s proposed by Dr. R. M. Coulter,
Deputy Postmaster-General, and responded to by Sir James Giant.
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The toast of the Militia Medical Services was proposed by the Presi-
dent and. responded to by Drs. Shillington and Whitton.

The Ontario College of Physicians and Surgeons, proposed by Dr.
Dewar, was responded to by Dr. M. O. Klotz. He gave an account of
the work of the past year in the council, and outlined changes in the'
matriculation which had been made this year towards increase of re-
quirements.

Our Guests were proposed by the President. Dr. S. J. Tunstall in
reply, expressed his gratification in his good fortune at being present.
He complimented the society on its good showing at its'first dinner. He
appreciated the opportunity of being present and extended to the mem-
bers a most -cordial invitation to visit Vancouver in September, 1904,
when the Canadian Medical Association meets on the Pacific slopes for
the first time. He looked for a goodly representation from Ottawa.

Dr. Birkett, of Montreal, spoke in oppreciation of the good fellowship
shown by the Ottawa Society in asking for representation from the
sister society of Montreal. He hoped this might only be the first of
many similar occasions on which the two societies might meet on com-
mon ground. Re. invited the inembers of the Ottawa society to attend,
any meetings of the Montreal society and expressed on his own part a
desire to reciprocate.

Mr. Henderson and Dr. Preston (Carleton Place), also spoke to this
toast.

The Profession was proposed by Sheriff Sweetland and responded to
by Drs. R. W. Powell, Cooke and Valade.

The H ospitals were proposed by Dr. Webster and responded to oli be-
half of their respective institutions by Dr. J. L. Chabot, Dr. R. S.
Minnes, Dr. J. A. Grant, jr., and Dr. Law.

Third Regular Meeting, Novenber 5th, 1908.

Those present were Drs. Grant, Small, Horsey, Cooke, Minnes, Troy,
Gibson, Bradley, Argue, Foster, Kirby, Law, Kennedy, Dewar, Spence,
Leggett, Lambert, Maybui-ry, ,Parent, Whitton, Ballantyne, J. E. Klotz,
Royce, McArthur, Rogers, Echlin, Foxton, Basken, Graham, Robinson
and Brown; visitors: Drs. Higgins and Campbell. The Honorary
President, Sir James Grant, introducing the speaker for the evening,
congratulated the society upon the enthusiasm of its members and upoÀ
their choice of president. He was gratified to know that the days o
more than one society in Ottawa, were numbered. He called upon Dr.
Small for his inaùgural address.

The subject chosen was "Medical Memoirs of Bytown." Dr. Small
carried his hiearers back to "the, eaiy. days l1 Bytown-frim its first

5J) .
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settlement to 1854, when the oldest living practitioner, Sir James
Grant first opened his office. He outlined in a brief but comprehensive
and interesting manner, the points of historical interest from a medical
standpoint in the development of Bytown. He spoke of the ravages of
the epidemies of malaria, cholera and emigrant fever, of the beginnings
of the Catholic General Hospital and of the County of Carleton General
Protestant Hospital.

He gave brief biographical and character sketches of the physicians of
that period, including Drs. Christie, Stewart, Hill, Van Courtlau4
MacQueen, Tuthill, Stratford, Gellie, Morson, Rankin and Sewell. He
also exhibited photographs of several of these gentlemen and of the
first hospital buildings in Bytown. A hearty vote of thanks was voted
to Dr. Small, and it was decided to print the paper together with
photogravures.

SOCIETE MEDICALE DE MONT1REAL.

October 27th, 1903.

DR. O. F. MERCIER, VICE-PiRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIl.

Dr. ST. DENIS presented a large polypus of the nose, and gave the
history of the case.

Dr. A. MERCIER showed a speoimen of the fourth lumbar vertebra
completely fractured. The patient presented no symptom of fracture
of the spine.

Dr. ST. JACQUES reported a case of fractured spine through flexion,
followed by an enormous homatoma. Operation: opened hSmatoma
and removed a small piece of loose bone. Patient recovered without
manifesting any unfavourable symptoms. He would not have performed
operatsion, were it not for the large hematoma; but would have pre-
ferred extension and a plaster jacket.

Dr. O. F. MERCIER remarked that both operation and immobilisation
were indicated as both modes of treatment gave good results.

Dr. ALrp. MERcIER reported a case with specimen of traumatie
intestinal perforation, discovered at the autopsy. The patient was
violently struck by a board in the abdomen, whilst working in a plan-
ing mill, and was taken to the hospital in the ambulance. No trace of
external violence was noticed about the abdomen; facies good; tem-
perature normal; pulse rapid; muscular tension pronounced: Patient
was placed under observation,"w,,itlh-i hypod.ermic injections of morphia
and ice bag. The same-'eve'nàg the-e:wag sliáhftympanites wit.h still
pronounced muscular tension.. The folloïvin nng lie patient aId
a motion of the bowels and passed gas without enema or purgatives.
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Tympanites increased. At 5.30 p.m. he was very weak, and at 10 p.m.
he died.

Dr. FRtANCOIS DE MAILTIGNY congratulated Dr. Mercier for his com-
munication and demonstration of the paithological specimen. The
clinical report lie tihought very interesting and recalled those found
in pre-aseptie days. Dr. de Martigny was of opinion that an explor-
atory laparotomy should have been performed, and thaît the advantage
of seeing the present specimen would not have been afforded the meet-
ing. The patient left to himself, struggled for twenty hours against
the intestinal perforation, even then he passed gas. It was probable
therefore that he would have successfully undergone an operation.
" I am sorry to differ from Dr. Mercier, as to treatmnent in such cases
of abdominal contusion sustained by a blunt body. I firmly believe
that a man having been vàolently struck in the abdomen by a liard body,
should be operated upon as soon as possible after the accident; an
exploratory incision entailing little or no danger should be made, and
if a tear of the bowel is found, it should be closed, thus saving the lfe
of the patient. As a general rule in such cases, no trace of external
violence is found." Dr. de Martigny then recalled the case of a labourer
who was struck in the abdomen by the shaft of a cart. The patient
though suffering considerably, was strong enough to walk to the hos-
pital, where upon -examination no external abdominal ecchymosis was
found, only slight muscular tension. An incision was made and a large
tear of the bowel was discovered and sutured: the patient recovered.

Dr. ST. JACQUEs recalled the case of a carter, who had been run over
by.h.is waggon in the region of the iliac fosso. He was called in 6 hours
after, to examine the îatient; the pulse was good also the facies, and no
temperature; no fracture of the pelvis was found, but slight muscular
tension in the right iliac region was observed. No blood in the urine.
Treatment: ice and morphia. Patient recovered.

Dr. DuEE asked how such perforbions were produced and Dr. Mer-
cier repliead: generally through compression of a portion -of the intestines
against the spinal column.

Dr. DUGÂS said such lesions were rare ait the morgue; the patients
generally died in the hospitals several 'hours after the accident. He
relaited the case of a child who died 26 hours after receiving a kick in
the abdomen; at the autopsy a large tear was f ound.

Dr. MERCIER did not find the treatment of abdominal contusions as
simple as, I)r. de Martigny alleged. • They were difficult cases to handle
'and th dia>grioâs was not easily made. i He did not oppose the opera-
tionj but was of opinion thaf thé .should. intervene ohly when they.
-véré sure of a perforation.' The qu'estionlof treatment was also subject-.
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to discussion and he believed that those like Michaud and his imi-
tators had no botter results than those who refrained from operation.
Statistios showed that ont of 289 eases, 178 recovered without opera-
tion. He also recalled the case of a patient who died after receiving a
blow of a whip.

Dr. DE MARITIGNY said in reply that Dr. Mercier based -is opinion
on statistics whioh gave about 50% of deaths, and did not think that
Dr. Mercier could quote statistics with so high a percentage of deabhs
from operation. As to the patient who died through a blow of a whip,
ho certainly would noit have been any worse had he been operated on.
He confessed with Dr. Mercier that such cases were difficult to handle,
but were the profession without difficulties, continual study would not
be required. The case reported by Dr. St. Jacques was not at all alike
lie others; the bones of the pelvis protected the internal organs from

injury, and ho believed thait had his confrère been called to attend a
man who had received a similar injury in the unbilical region, he wouid
not have waited an instant, but would have operated.

Dr. DECAiY recalled a case operated upon by Michaud for intestinal
perforation following external violence. Patient died and M. Brouar-
del performed the autopsy; three tears were found of which two only
had been sutured.

Dr. DE LARTIGNY finally citod a case of death, notwithstanding the
operation. Brouardel in making the autopsy of a patient operated on
by Michaud found a perforation of the bowel which had not been
stured; but it was likoly, that had it been, the patient would have
recovered. It was well understood that ail perforations must be closed.
M. Gosset sutured 19 perforations on the same patient and the opera-
tion was successfull.

Dr. VALLuIN presented two chilcdren, brothets, suffering from classical
trychop7ytosis. These children played wibh a dog that had the same
disease, and thus were infected. This tended to show that Dr. Sabou-
rand's 'theory -(animal infection) was correct.

Dr. ALPr. MERCIER presented a patient suffering from a syphiloma
of the nose.

November 101h, 1903.

Dr. C. N. VATix, Fellow-Professor of Hygiene, Laval University,
delivered a lecture on purification of potable water by large filters.

After .defining what was understood by'filtration.in general,<both
centrai and'dôméstic, the lecturer spoké of thé four large. sytâms'of
filtration, the European filter, the Ameri6an, filter, Andèrson' flter
and the electrical filter. Each of those four methods of filtration ere
practicable and had been sanctioned by experience. Then followed
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statistics showing the decrease in the percentage of death rate and
contagious diseases in the cities where filtration of drinking water has
been established.

Dr. Valin beliieved that the city of Montreal would profit by the
establishment of a system of filteration and would likely:be able to show
a decrease, at least similar to that of St. Hyacinthe, where'filtration was
practiced, resulting in a decrease of 80% in: the percentage of eon.
tagious diseases.

Dr. Valin favoured the electricSl filtration or the process of ozona-
tion.

MONTREAL MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

23rd October, 1903.

H. S. BIRKETT, M.D.,- PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

DR. C. F. MARTN: Some.g4thological Specimens of Kidneys with
Reniarks : The specimens shown to-night represent a form of nephri-
tis which is very interesting-a case in which both kidneys are
extremely small; they belonged to a boy of 18 years, who came to hos-
pital about six weeks ago with ordinary signs of what I thought was
chronie parenchymuatous and interstitial nephritis. He was a very pale,
pasty boy with sliglit general edena, a very large quantity of albumen
in urine, and in addition, one found on examination that he had quite
marked hypertrophy of the heart and a very high tension pulse. He
had been ill only since last May, that is about six months' illness alto-
gether previons to his death, .though on further enquiry into the his-
tory, one finds that he had really been slightly ailing for a number of
years and the condition which. he had seems to have arisen from a
severe attack of measles when seven years of age; at all events that
is what one might surmise from the history of the case and the con-
dition of the kidneys on exanination. One point which suggested this
was that he was thought when yoUng to have had diabetes; evidently
the polyuria suggested that diagnosis. The examination of the urine
was quite interesting; moderate in amount, 40 oz., with the speýcific
gravity quite low,'an average of 1008; the amount' of albumen very
large, 4 or 5 grms. to the litre, and at one estimation about 1-%
albumen was present. In:only.one specimen ,w..asthere anything that
looked lik écasts, theotherxaminátions sliôw"ed agëat deal ofmucus

and a slight; apnount of pus.
The condition in a few tveeks went from bad to worse and he deve-

loped definite signs of uroemia, had convulsions and finally died after
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a week, with almost complete suppression of urine. and. so on diminish-
ing until death took place. The diagnosis made was chronic mixed
nephritis, parenchymatous and interstitial nephritis. In addition to
this cystitis was suspected from the large amount of mucus and pus
present and the symptom of. occasional frequency and difficulty in
micturition. The autopsy was only partial, but the kidneys showed
something quite surprising. In addition to this condiLion of the kid-
neys the calices were very much dilated as also the pelves; the ureters
were quite normal, bl*dder large, wall hypertrophied and showed great
thickening and interstitial change; in other words a chronic eystitis.

The interesting points in connection with the case are, first of all
the insidious onset. In this case the condition of the kidneys indicates
many years of disease, and. yet only a few months of marked evidence
of a serious condition was present. The second point is the relation
of the urine to the diagnosis of the renal condition, which was very
hard to make out-a large amount of albumen but no casts, yet there
was very advanced nephritis. A good example of how difficult this is
is in a similar case I saw some time ago where the patient passed blood
casts for many months, and the condition of the kidneys showed only
chronic interstitial nephritis.

DR. G. E. ARMSTRONG : [1] A living case of Undescended Tes-
ticle: This case of a boy 15 years old is shown 10 months after opera-
tion. Before operation the testicle could just be brought to the exter-
nal ring. At the time of operation the cord was separated and drawn
well down and. a space made in the scrotum to receive the testicle. At
the present time the testicle lies comfortably in the scrotum well down,
freely movable and seems to be in a fair state of niutrition.

[IL.] Living case of chronic Intestinal Obstruction, with the fol-
lowing history:

A very small woman, admitted to hospital in August, 1903, with dis-
tended abdomen, pain, swelling in left side, voniting, constipation and
loss of appetite; there was also much loss of flesh. Seven months
before admission, patient fell downstairs and sustained a severe blow
on the left side of the abdomen. That night there was constant pain,
nausea and vomiting, constant pain since of a duIl aching character run-
ning up and girdling the abdomen, worse on eating; the sight of 'food
causes severe retching -and voniting. Ias a constant desire to go to
stool, but at the same time there was no complete constipation. Chief
diet was raw eggs and brandy. The patient kept at her work. On

.entering the hospital feels easier lying on back with thighs flexed.
There was considerable distension of the abdomen, very inarked
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especially in the lower half, equal on both sides. On palpation there
was a modérate degree of rigidity, also slight dilatation; no bleeding
during the passage of the stomach tube. On admission, patient
was very sick and feeble. I tried to reduce the abdomen by
enemata and purgatives, which were continued for 13 days after
admission, these bringing away a considerable quantity of fluid,
and on bne or two occasions p,urgatives acted well by the mouth;
but at no time was there any reduction so that the abdomen could be
palpated. The condition was now getting worse, the patient failing
in strength and something needed to be done. Another symptom was
visible peristalsis and an examination per rectum was negative. Not-
withstanding these results from the enemata and from the medicine,
I thought tha-t there was a condition of incomplete chronic obstrue-
tion, basing my opinion upon the presence of pain, the continuance
of the distension, the presence of vomiting and the visible peristalsis
over the small intestinal area. Just where the partial obstruction was
I could not say, it was evidently complete and clearly chronie and con-
sidering her age, her more or less anoemic condition, one might say it
was malignant in character.

• Having consulted with several of my colleagues, it was decided that
an exploratory incision be advised, and being uncertain as to the exact
location I made an incision in the median lne and found on opening
the abdomen that the ileum was full, the coecum was full, and. on
going to the sigmoid I immediately camne upon this liard tumour.
[Tumour was shown]. It was clearly malignant, and two or three large
discrete glands were seen in the mesentery. One of these, the hardest
of the lot, T slipped out and had reported on, whilst I was in the room,
and it was found to be only lymph tissue. Now was the time in these
cases when one might hope to obtain a good result. The condition was
extremely bad; it.was had on admission to hospital and ha d not improved
any during the 13 days she was under observation and the ether did not
make it very much better, so that I felt that to excise this growth would
probably court disaster, I therefore did a short circuit operation, and
watched her pretty closely after this and it was clear to all of us who
were interested in the case that she just got through. A very profuse
watery diarrhea silpervened which was with great difflculty controlled,
and it left her extremely prostrated. Towever, after. removal.:of the
growth three weeks later, she made a very nie.rec ryand in a week
the abdomen was soft and. flat and she was taking her food well. As
she was prostrated to a very low degree we résorted to what might be
termed forced feeding. I should have liked to simply remove the
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growth, but I felt that I was not far enough away from it, and it
seemed that here was an early case of malignant disease and that to
do the operation which would give promise of anything like a fair suc-

cess I should remove it a little more widely than I otherwise would

have done. I therefore removed the lateral anastomnosis, closed both

ends and did another laterai anastomnosis side by side.
I am sure we may often make a mistake in trying to do too much in

these cases and I think we would. have botter success by doing as little

as possible at first and after recovery from the toxmnia, shock, etc., to
complete the operation. If I could have got a little farther away fron
the tumour and done a lateral anastomiosis it would have been better.

A colleague to whom I was speaking had had a sonewhat similar
case in the hepatie flexure, but lie was able to palpate and so eut right
down on the tumour at once. He too removed the growth and brought
both ends out of the wound and allowed then to remain there until
she had perfectly recovered from the operation when he reunited then.
lUnfortunately a thrombosis and phliebitis developed with gangrene,
necessitating amputation from the thigh. I think the method I adopt-
ed here was the quickest and accomnpanied by the least shock and the
least loss of blood. and called for a less strain on the recuperative pow-
ers of the patient afterwards.

Dn. F. J. SHIEPHERD c0mmended Dr. Armstrong's procedure and
mentioned a quicker way of using Paul's tubes, tying them in for a
few days and thon after the patient recovers sufliciently to renove the
growth. le thought the case an interesting one, especially froin the
fact of the glands not being enlarged, and stated that one should never
be sure as the microscope mîay only show a small part of a gland while
one cell may infiltrate and. proceed to malignancy.

D. l. S. BIRKETT, the president, showed a living case of Lupus of
the Pharynx and Naso-Pharynx, which was presented to the Society
last June whilst undergoing treatment by X-rays. The patient now
showed complete arrest of the disease.

The President also showed a Salivary Calculus, taken from a man
52 years old, who came conplaining of recurrent attacks of pain in
the lower jaw on the left side and in the region of the submaxillary
gland. Each attack of pain was accompanied by a palpable swelling
in the floor of the mouth on the left side,. and the pain was always
relieved by an escape of milky coloured fluid from a ,point near the .tip
of the tongue on the saine side of the mouth-. The l.ast attack was-,of
two days duration and upon examination, Wharton's duct on the left
side was distinctly swollen and very tender. From the mouth of thé
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duct a milky fluid was seen escaping and upon passing a fine probe
along the course of the duct it was arrested at a distance -of one inch
by something which conveyed a grating sound. Palpation at this
point revealed a distinct hard mass. Satisfied that it was a calculus,
an incision was made directly over it, which allowed the specimen
shown to escape. The subsequent results were satisfactory.

D.ns. F. M. FnY AND MAUDE E. ABBOTT : Dr. Abbott exhibited a
specimen of cleft palate in a child three days old, and Dr. Fry report-
ed that the child was admitted from the country to the Foundling
Hospital, and inasmuch as from the first it refused to touch any
nourishment, an examination was made and the superintendent
diagnosed the .condition. The child was admitted 1 day old, weighed
3 lbs. 13 oz. Apart from these defects this case had thrush; owing to
the anatomieal condition of the parts there was also an ideal nidus for
the thrush.¯ In the second place the large cleft prevented the child
from sucking. It only ruinained to enquire into the etiology, and as
far as the history of the parents of the child went, the father was a
criminal of the basest type and an aunt of the child had a cleft palate
as well, and on enquiry, one found there was probably an extreme
type of consanguinity of the parents, so evidently these factors all
contribute to the condition. Dr. Abbott also reported that there was
also a very large pafent foramen ovale, but that there was no other
deformity.

The specimen which was demonstrated by Dr. Abbott had been pre-
sented to the McGill Medical Museum. A dissection of the remains of
the foetal circulation in the same infant was shown.

Dn. W. F. HAMILTON exhibited a living case of distended abdoinen
for diagnosis. Dr. HTamilton mentioned that all abdominal cases were
more or less obscure and especially those in children with chronic
ascites, and he lied presented this, thinking possibly to get some dlue
to the diagnosis. The examination of the testicle or left part of the
scrotum was of interest, inasmuc.h as there seemed to be some develop-
ment of a hardened nodule apart from that which was noticed some
six weeks ago when the patient first came under observation. At first
the organs in the scrotum were carefully looked over with the hope
that sone suggestions of the condition would be found there-tuber-
culosis, etc., but that had not been confirmed. Dr. Hamilton was of
o p1nion thàt. it was a· case f irrhosis of the liver Ïi!h énlargement of
that-orgar.

Di.M. MACKAY :' C Gas, Cysts in Brain and their Causation, ? it
specimen, reported-in the N'vember nunber of this Joùrnal.
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Di. ADA3I : Paper on " Appetite Juice," printed in Noveiber

number of this Journal.
Dn. EvaNs in congratulating Dr. Adami on his paper said that ho

had read the book referred to, and would recommend it to all present.
Dr. Evans was of opinion that the results of wine cocktails at dinner,
as mentioned by the author [Pawlow], and Beaumont's passing of a
gum elastic tube into the stomach and setting up a flow of gastric juice,
were one and. the same; in certain forms of indigestion there was a
craving for large amounts of food, and it seams to him that it was
probably due to an irritation of the gastric mucosa and as such was
interpreted by the higher centres. If Beaumont's man had been asked
how he felt during the experiment ho would probably have replied that
he vas hungry.

DR. WESLEY MILLS : In drawing some indirect conclusions from the

reading of the paper, Dr. Mills noted the fact of -the author's long experi-
ientation before any publication of the results, an example not much
followed. at -the present day. He was, however, of the opinion that the
difference between Pawlow's work and Beaumont's, was more apparent
than real; that Beaumont's experiment was on one individual, and that
even among the lower animals we recognize individuality. Another
observation was, that the most striking results of Pawlow's observa-
tions were simply a confirmation of ordinary experience. With regard
to digestion, physiologists seemed to think that one must expect no
more of the alimentary tract than could be demonstrated in vitro in
the laboratory. But it was seen that even low down in the inverte-
brates, where in their crude cavity even sea water entered, digestion
must be very imperfect, and that the principal part of the work must
be done by the cells which line the cavity after naterial had been
stored in it. And it looked as if recent researches were bringing them
to the idea that the finer work of digestion was in this intercellular
matter, for instance the digestion of fat; and how ho asked wero we
to bridge over the gap between what was ordinarily called digestion and
the plasma of the blood; there must be some very important process,
between the peptone and the proteids of the plasma of the blood. There
they had something taking place within structures not outside thom.
le therefore concluded, even in the presence of those extended
researches, that t-hey were still just on the threshhold of the subject.
The various forces which brought about secretion of- the. juice were
only one part. Indigestion was evilently a disoase of the tiines, for
it was a very prevalent condition, a.nd it might be looked uppn 'in the
light of an influence of the nervous system upon the whole process.
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They were leaving behind the old cru de view that the process was che-
mical. 0f course everything biological came to be chemistry in the
end, but they used to be satisfied with the view of simply bringing the
food into a condition which was a long way from the final result-
what they call digestion. Then they had vague notions about absorp-
tion and now they come to the finer view of the whole process being
controlled through the nervous systein, and intercellular digestion was
not always to be distinguished from -bat was called absorption.

DRi. SnEPERD mentioned that he visited Pawlow's institution in
Russia, and saw the various animals under experimentation and was'
struck with the extent of the place and the equipment and facilities
for research.

Third Meeting, N'ovember 6th, 1903.

H. S. BIRKETT, .M.D., PRESIDENT,.IN THE CHAIR.

The following persons were elected to resident menmbershp: Drs.
E. Hamilton White, A. R. Pennoyer, A. H. Gordon,' T. A. Starkey,
Charles K. P. Henry; and to temporary .iembership. the Resident
Staff of the Montreal General Hospital, namely, Drs. . C.
Paterson, E. M. MeLaughlin, F. 8. Patch, N. D. Paris,. W. E. McKee,
O. Anderson, H. E. Nelson, L. C. Bishop, H. Cowperthwait; and also
Dr. Franckum of the Women's Hospital.

DR: LAPTHORI S3METH:-The woman from whom the tumour was
removed, suffered from a severe reflex nervous disturbance, such as
might come from a lacerated cervix or from any other irritation of
the parts in the region of the sympathetie. On examination it was
found she had a lacerated cervix and on repairing this, I told her she
had probably some tumour of the kidney, and advised operation. While
in hospital I opened the abdomen in the niddle line between the
.ensiform cartilage and the umbilicus and came upon a tumour the size
of .a cocoanut. This I found impossible to enucleate on accoun.t of
the covering of thick fibrous capsule. I simply tied off this in seg-
ments aIl' the way round and thon enucleated the tumour. With it
came the kidney, which I had to 'remove, as otherwise, in tying the
adhesions the ureter and vein had to be sacrificed. At the time of
operation the tumour iwas densely filled with elear limpid fluid. The
ureter runs through the wall of the tumour and not through the
tuiour itself. . The kzidney has no capsule. on the abdominal side, thait
having been left in; the, other half of the :kidnéy capsule wason the:
tumour. - Marked improvenent. in general health followed the 'opera-
tion; the appetite'and digestion improved rapidly. Here I woulcl urge
the, advantage of operating through the abdomen for tumours of the
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kidney, as it is safer and you have a better view of the condition. This
tuinour was right on the vena cava and if-.operated on from behind
there was every possibility of injuring it.

Du. E. W. AncnIBA.LD:-A living case of giant-celled sarcoma of the
lower jaw; resection with prosthetic use of silver wire.

The patient, E. F., aet. 12, was -admitted to the hospital on' May.
7th, 1903, with this condition extending from the first bicuspid on the
right to the first molar on the left. The present growth, a recurrence,
was- noted Iirst, three weeks before admission; growth rapid. First
operation, a scraping one, done two years ago. On Ma-y 15th, resec-
tion was donc leaving one molar on either side. Strong silver wire
was inserted in double strand, bent to contbur of chin, free ends
clamped into bone of the right side, on the ]eft side- forming a loop.
There was persistent sinus for several weeks, cured by small secondary
operation.

DR. GAÂinow:-A point of importance 'to me, is the' fact that silver
wire can heal in,a suppurating cavity. It is well-known that such
sutures are used for closing deep fascial layers and 'that they are very
often followed by suppuration, months and even years after the wound
has healed, the silver wire becoming imbedded in fibrous tissue. I my-
self have had the annoyance of having to remove my sutures after a
joint has united. I can remember three instances of this, and I have
thought that very*possibly their successful retention in the jaw nay be
due to the action on the wire of the mucus in the mouth.

De. ELDER:--From an oesthetic point of view the case is an excellent
one. Many of us have seen such opprations, but the result here is a
long way better, as far as looks and function go, and is a great advance
on vhat has been done before. Witih regard to the use of silver wire,
I have used it frequently in excisions of the knee and never had any
trouble with it, and also have used it in ununited fractures, and I
think the whole trouble lies, not in the silver wire itself, but in ils.
insertion, a twisted end causing irritation. In a case such as Dr.
Arohibald's, one need not look for any sucli irritation.

Dn. GIRDwoOD:-It is well to insist, in the use of silver wire, that it
is pure and does not contain any copper; for if it contain copper, you
will have a galvanic action, and therefore an irritation.

,DR. J. M. ELDER:-An operation for radical cure of umbilical
hernia. Page. 875.

Dn. LAPTH1ORN SMITTr:-So far I have not had occasion. to use this
method. In small umbilicai heriMioe I emplo'y silk-worm gutsuturai
underneath the fascia beihind the edge of the' ring, tighten'like a ~urse
string and leave the stitches permanently. In the "case of, very large,
ventral herniS where the intestine ivas adherent to the back of the sac
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the whole way, I have lef t.the, whole hernial sac on in front of the
bowel, and turned it into the' abdomen, as it would have been' a serious
matter to take all thisoff the bowel. . in all cases I look for the rectus
muscle, insert a pair of probe pointed 'scissors, and then run around
eïcising the rectus muscles without homorrhage. We see the rectus
quite plainly wit-h the external oblique fascia in front and the transverse
fascia behind.- I now close this with' about 30 buried silk sutures,
pulling the, muscle well, out, and when now brought together one has
the two muscles well approximated. ·By- this means you get quite a
thick edge, the external 'fascia, the rectus muscle' and the internal
fascia. There' 'are no chances -of -the hernia relapsing, though there
may be some suppuration. Long ago it was -the cust6m to take out
the stiches in five days, but now I .leave them 'in 21 daysfor better
union. As T understood Dr. Elder's description of the operation, it is"
an overlapping of the layers and we get a valvular closure, it is a fairly'
easy, reasonable. operation and has strong clains in its favour. ' -

Dit. KEENA..4N:-It see ms to me this is not a new operation; I have
not read Mayo's paper, but I myself did the operation in 1900."

Dit. GARiOw:-With reference to this 'method, I think its descrip-
tion may date back ten years ago,' and' it seems to me was first described
by Ohampannière in Denis's System. of Surgéry.. Denis recoinumends it
as one of the methods of closing inguinal hernia and describes it
accurately. I also think that Dr. Clarence Webster brought up this
method some five or six years ago. While the method is comparatively
simipule and I have done the operation by this method myself, so,far as
ventral hernia is concerned, I have found it exceedingly difficult. In
umbilicial hernia the condition is different where you have simply a
separation of the muscles. In old umbilical hernia it is not only 'n-
wise but very unsafe to attempt the reduction of the contents en masse.
Here there are bands of Iibrous tissue and there may not only be large
intestine but omentum as well.

With regard to the purse-.qring suture in smaill umbilical herni, I
have tried this and failed miserably, as it was impossible to approximate
the edges of the opening. This may be due to the fact that most of
these cases I operated on were in very stout women with thick walls
sand greatly thickened omentum. The difficulty was not only in
approximating the tissues of the wound, but the tissues seemed to have
undergone alteration and tore easily, I had to overlap and make a
rather tight scar., The last two strangulated hernia I operated on, I
foliowed a different procedure. After opening up the fibrous tissue
constituting the wall of the opening and looking for the recti muscle,
I found it so friable that it wouid not hold a suture.: 1, therefore,
overlapped it, left the muscular tissue where it was, overlapped the
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anterior layer-I simply overlapped the posterior layers and fascia' in
one direction, and the anterior layers and fascia in the other. So far
as the operation as described', by Dr. Elder, is practised in the lower
zone, I tbink it is by long odds the best operation for the purpose, but
for umbilicial hernia I found it not possible to carry out.

DR. MOxOD:-In this connection I have been taught to do two
thinge, viz., to increase largely the fibroid orifice through the linea
alba and to open the sheath of the two muscles and bring them to-
gebher, taking as imudh muscle as possible.

Di. AICHrIBALD:-The objection to reducing the hernia en masse is
a very serious one; it seems to me that réducing a hernial sac with the
contents inside would give opportunity for strangulation by loops ,of
intestine. For that reason it is unwise not to open the sac.

Du. ELDER :-I think this purse string suture round small umbilical
harni would only likely be beneficial in the infant variety; I do not
think in the adult it could be depended upon. The method of curing
ventral hernia by opening the edge of the sheath of the rectus is my
idea of the Champannière method, which is a very old method indeed,
and is a different idea from dissecting and overlapping of the two
recti. With regard to the question of returning the sac, what I meant
to say was in large ventral hernia due to separation of the two recti
muscles, there is no particular objection to opening up this sac. But
in umbilical hernia with a definite sac with a narrow neck, it would be
well to see what the condition of the inside is.

Di. GAnnow:-A case of congenital dislocation of the hip, reduction
by manipulation. Illustrated by living case. Page 881.

DR. MONOD:--During two years in the Children's Hospital i Paris,
I saw a good deal of this work and have myself done a little. I saw
the first case operated on there by the Lorenz method. There is in aIl
these cases a very slight shortening of the limb, and it seems to me
that it is due to the fact that the natural cavity is not deep enough to
keep the head. With regard to the' other operation I should like to
have seon the case, and to know why the bloody method was followed.
Hoffa, who has done a great many of these operations, now employs the
Lorenz method almost entirely as having more advantages.

DR. ELD-R:-The lessons to be drawn from the case are more
especially noted in the skiagraphs. Fróm these may be shown the
conditions which would favour the one operation, while others would
show conditions favouring the' other. In the first case the skiagraph
showsa fairly good acetabulum, aid with this one might easily hope to
get the head into the àaity wtha d result; but where there is no
acetabulim, little is to be hoped fo; y the -Lorenz method, but much
more by the open method; and the skiagraph will, it seems to me,
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determine which is the best to pursue. A great deal eau be. learned.
from a good previous skiagraph of the case.' With regard t6 the
shortening, I do not agree. that the reason for the shortening is that,
you, do not get the head into the proper acetabulum. I think that' it
is an anatomicaI -differene; the f emur for instance not devéloping
normally.-

Dit. 'GÂRow:-Notes on a case of congenital absence of the Fibula
with deformity of the femur in a child of three weeks. Page 880.

Di. CHtP.ÀN With regard.to tbis case one might consider the
etiology from an embryologiaàl standpoint, and I am rather'surprised
by the way in which the etiology has been given'as to the causation of
this deformity, that is, -due to the pressure of the, amnion upon' the
embryo as it lies"' in the am:niotic sac. Deformities caused byfxte
pressure' of ·amnion are invariably extrinsic, that' is they are:invariably
associated with' the skin surface of the fetus, and. give rise to forms
of skin adhesions.·. Here the absence of the fibula"and some deformity
of the ankle joint show we are dealing not with the skin 'surface of the
embryo but with the mesodermic core, and it is rather difficult to see
how the mere pressure of a membrane such as 'the amnion on the skin
surface,.will account for thie maldevelopment in the mesodérmic core.
This is rather due to an intrinsic cause than to an extrinsic one, or
pressure.

DIt. QnRow:-In, reply to Dr. Monod's remarks about the shorten-
ing, and the '.possible explanation of its being due to the head of the
bone not having it :proper acetabulum; that I cannot be sure. of,
except that the skiagraph shows a very well placed head, but 1' have
recently seen cases where-the 'head cf the bone actually took a position
in front -of the acetabulum. I agree with Dr. Eider, and from my
experience in the open method, that the shape of the head of the bone
'itself is a factor. With respect to my reason for not doing the blood-
less or Lorenz method in both cases, i would say that the skiagraph
showed a very distinct hour-gass. narrowing, the -lower' part of the.
capsule was stretched tightly across -and the acetabulum itself. was
filled up with cartilaginous substance, 'and the' head was only put' in
proper position after I had gouged out enough of this material to form
a cup-shaped .depression.

Fourth Meeting, November 20th, 1903.
H..S. BIRKETT, M.D., PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

DR. WESLEY MILLS: Paper: The Neurone Doctrine considered
Anatomically, physiologically and Pathologically, together with the
objections to be urged against the Ooncept in its original form-illus-
trated by lantern slides.
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CANADIAN MEDICAL PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.

AN URGENT APPEAL FOR MEMBERSHIP.

DEAR DOCTOR:-Our annual statement to the meeting held at Lon-
don, Ont., during the recent session of the Canada Medical Association
showed that while the membership increased slightly last year, yett we
are far short of our expectations of success as a vigorous society, and
we have determined once more to make an effort to arouse our brethren
to a eense of the importance of our undertaking.

In' every instance that we have undertaken to defend one of our
memubers in the Courts we have succeeded, but as it has been pointed
ont again and again, the legal expenses are heavy and though we have
won, the coats have 'had to be met inasmuch as the Plaintiffs were
Sheriff proof and worth nothing. Since our organization we have paid
out in this way $1,026. Our Exchequer is now practically empty
as we owe oui bank balance to oui Solicitors. Our recent successful,
suit in defending Dr. Watts at the Gornwall Assizes has broughii us
in a further bill of cosits of 250 -dollars which must be met in all fair-
noss to DTr. Watts, and while we are appealing for assistance to the
profession at lange we are notified of another writ at Gananoque where
one of our members is sued for a case o>f death from Tetanus following
a vaccination. If oar good work of assisting a brother attacked for
malpractice is to go on we nust look bo the general profession to join
us and by tiheir animal fee put the Executive in a position to defend.
This appeal is urgent and while Jan. lst is the date upon which we
expect men to join, we are compelled to ask for the 1904 fees now.
Everywhere an occasion offers we axe encouraged by promises:, of sup-
port to go on, and we realize that it is thoughtlessness only that keeps,
our .list so small.

We confidently look for a greatly increased list of inembers this year,
otherwise we will be- obliged to cease our. existence as the Exedutive
cannot be expected to make themselves personally liable for legal
expenses.
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